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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In

1978,

historic

Supreme Court's decision
upholding

throughout the country hailed the United States

preservationists

New York

in

City's

preservation movement."

Penn Central Transportation Co.
Landmarks Preservation Law,

"The Penn Central case

are

states

empowered

building interior was not

at issue, the

the

designation

The

and

interiors are

interior

still

for the

is

an aspect of the public welfare

Because the

validity of the

New

York landmarks

to building exteriors.

The exclusion

of interiors without the "firmly established" direction

interpretation that exterior designations enjoy.
aesthetic,

York\

Court reviewed only those constitutional questions

law under Penn Central confirmed protection only
left

major victory

to protect pursuant to police power.'"''

related to regulation of the building exterior.

has

as a

New

City of

'firmly established that the protection

of cultural, historic, aesthetic, and architectural assets
that the

v.

architectural

Hence, the status of cultural,

remains vague

assets

in

comparison.

for

historic,

Building

waiting for their "Penn Central."

'438 U.S. 104(1978).
"Albert H. Manwaring. "American Heritage at Stake:

Designations."
'ibid. p.

New England Law Review.

The Government's

Fall 1990, v.

292.
1

25 n.l,

p.

291.

Vital Interest in Interior

Landmark

The

current philosophy of historic preservation

to

is

extend the regulatory protections

granted to building exteriors to significant interiors of historic and cultural

"Perhaps the most balanced statement of

why government

sector as patrias-protector of architecture

from a bygone era

should intrude in the private
is

The appearance of buildings and

the nation's citizenry.'"*

value.

that architecture educates

the presence of original

materials helps facilitate an understanding and recognition of segments of the nation's
historic

the

and socio-cultural

past.

"As an educational

and work patterns of the

lifestyle

past,

tool, architecture accurately records

and reveals as much about societal

organization, period-specific craftsmanship, and engineering techniques as
aesthetics

and

taste. "^

No

it

does about

other part of architecture can provide as intimate a view into

the lives of past generations or reflect their living standards as well as the building's
interior.

were

Just as they

placed

in

museums, severing

architecture.
interiors

It

was argued

the

and

relationship

that this

was

interiors today are

between

the only

the

still

broken up and

interior

and

method of protecting

from decay, predatory salvage and antique dealers, and vandalism.

the preservation

A

in the past, historic fixtures

movement

historic building with

its

realized that this approach
interior torn

was

exterior

significant

Eventually,

as destructive as demolition.

up may be demolished by

its

owner

since

it

may

be too expensive to reconstruct the interior and return the structure to service. There are

famous examples of owners replacing

historic interior fixtures with recreations after

selling the valuable originals to antique dealers

were

sold.^ In both cases, the result

"Jessica L. Darraby.

Art. Artifact

is

and museums.

Sometimes

entire

rooms

that preservation did not occur.

and Architecture Law. New York: Clark Boardman Callaghan, 1984,

p.

14:4.
'ibid. p. 14:5.

nfhe replicalion of an entire room, including paneling and fixtures, was installed in the second floor parlor
of the Samuel Powell House. Philadelphia. The original was acquired by the Philadelphia Museum of Art
for

mclusion

in

the mstilution's

permanent collection.
2

Other famous American museums which have

Over

the last half century, the federal government, states, and municipalities have enacted

legislation designed to preserve historic

The

development.
state level.

The

first

first

level at

and architectural treasures from the press of

which designated landmarks receive protection

State legislation takes

two basic forms, and many

provides for registration of landmarks, with

Historic Preservation Act

(NHPA)

as a model.

many

states

have adopted both.

states using the National

NHPA

States using

criteria for their

enabling legislaUon that delegates to municipalities the police power of the

.state

regulate the preservation of historic or architecturally significant private property.
is

more important than

iirchitecturally significant structures

registration

because

it

According

National Trust for Historic Preservation, virtually

books some kind of preservation

landmarks has become a

common

all states

regulation.**

state

or

programs for protecting

is

to

"This

historic or

allows municipalities to require private

property owners to preserve their properties."''

their

own

The second

registers of historic properties ensure federal funding for their programs.

type of legislation

the

is at

by the

to recent surveys

and many

localities

have on

While regulation of designated

municipal

activity,

most

statutes

and

ordinances pertain specifically to building exteriors.^

Concern

for the protection of interiors

is

becoming widespread, with preservation

battles

A

survey

occurring in neighborhoods and cities around the country from coast to coast.

by the City of Boston's

Law Department

"revealed that sixteen cities and the District of

Columbia have designated or were regulating

interiors."'"

The expansion of

historic

resource legislation to include interiors has resulted in additional court challenges to

assembled period rooms

in

their collections

include the Metropolitan

Museum

of Art and the Getty

Museum.
Scdtt H. Rolhstcin, Takings Jurisprudence Comes in from the Cold: Preserving
Landmark Designation," Connecticut Law Review. Spring 1994, v. 26 n.3, p. 109.
1

*Darraby,

p. 14:3.

'Rothstein.p.lllO.

^anwaring,

p.

293.

Interiors

through

historic preservation ordinances, with Htigation proving

than cases concerning exteriors
intrusion on property rights."

more

difficult for preservationists

Property owners argue that such mandates are a greater

This raises a significant question:

What

type of legislation

or programs could provide effective protection against the dismantling of significant

by

interiors

their

The purpose of
ordinances

in

owner or

looting by others?'"

this thesis is

to

examine

the suitability of the historic preservation

Los Angeles and Pasadena for protecting the

resources against fixtures removal. Chapter
this preservation issue

Southern California.

Two

interiors of historic-cultural

discusses the history and importance of

through review of four well-publicized preservation battles in

Chapter Three explores the question of

how we

should define the

elements of a significant interior for protection against dismantling and looting. Chapter

Four reviews and evaluates the ordinances of Los Angeles and Pasadena, and other
available preservation tools used in conjunction with municipal ordinances.

Chapter Five

Finally,

summarizes the four narrative examples and available preservation

techniques, the effectiveness of the local ordinances of Los Angeles and Pasadena, and

concludes with programs that
existing municipal law.
legal writing at

author

is

may

be suitable to protect interiors

conjunction with

This thesis will not attempt to provide statutory solutions, as

such a technical level

to bring

in

is

beyond scope of

this

work. Instead, desire of the

attention to the vulnerability of historic resources under existing

conditions of the local ordinances.

"Rothslein. p.llll.
"

For the purpose, dismantling

building.

Looting,

is

in contrast, is

defined the action of fixtures removal by a longtime owner of a historic
defined as action by tenants

who remove

fixtures at the time of departure

from the structure or the removal of fixtures by persons who purchase a historic resources with the intent
market fragments of the structure because of the high monetary worth of the individual antique fixtures.
4

to

CHAPTER TWO
HISTORY AND MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM
The
As long

as people desire to have the atmosphere and attributes provided

fixtures in a

modem home

design appointments
structure

is

his clients.

as part of a

is

The

a potential target for dismantling.

fixtures designed

and

in

who

This

is

especially true

also created fixtures

if

the

and furnishings

for

by Frank Lloyd Wright and the Greene Brothers appear

museums around

the country,

many of which were designed

comprehensive design for specific commissions.

Significant

Examples from Southern California

four examples that provide the setting for this thesis represent a cross section of

historic structures at risk: the venerable local

department

residence of prominent citizens, and local historic

store, the

district.

downtown

share a

common

substanfial historic or

church, the

Each represents a

type of historic structure threatened under a distinct set of circumstances.
all

by period

or building, a historic building with fine architectural and

designed by a master architect

in private collections

The

Issue of Looting

different

However, they

theme: the owners or tenants have removed interior fixtures of

monetary worth, thereby compromising the
5

historic integrity of the

structure.

All historic interiors are potentially vulnerable to dismantling, looting or

alteration.

Threats can

come from

a

myriad of directions and prove

that the designation

of landmarks or a significant reputation does not preclude a building from meeting
disaster.

As

will

be demonstrated, historic preservation ordinances

preventing the destruction of historic interiors even

powers preventing such
extended

to fixtures

particular

program

action.

and significant

will

Instead,
interiors

if local

may be

insufficient at

government has regulatory

layered protections of multiple programs

may

assure that any loopholes present in one

be closed by another.

iW
'^
r

I

Figure
Angeles
have

1.

Buildings with significant lobbies, such as the 1925 Fine Arts Building

(listed

on the

their interiors

local historic register for

its

in

Los

exterior only), arc potentially at risk to

dismantled or altered without statutory protection restricting such

actions by property owners.

(Source: City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department.

Historic Cultural Monuments.)

Figure

Bullock's Wilshire.

2.

Margaret Davis.

(Source:

Balcony Press, 1996,

Wilshire Boulevard Facade.

Bullock's

Wilshire.

Los Angeles:

p. 111.)

Bullock's Wilshire Department Store, Los Angeles

The Twenties represented

a period of

phenomenal growth

in

Southern California, both

terms of population and horizontal expansion through the built environment.'^

decade

is

considered by

architectural hi.story, a time
as a

modem

many

the city

place with a quality of

David Gebhard and Robert Winter.
Peregrine Smith Books, 1985,

was booming and developing

life that

no other American

Architecture in Los Angeles:

a sense of identity

city could match.

A Compleat Guide.

Salt

'"^

This

Lake

City:

p. 21.

'^Moffat, Susan. 'Bullock's Wilshire Closes

B3.C01.

The

be the most important period for Los Angeles'

to

when

in

Doors Today." Los Angeles Times, 13 April 1993,

1.

7

v.

112, p.

era for

Los Angeles

parallels

American

history of other

the

cities

for

growth and

architecture--San Francisco during the Victorian period or Philadelphia during the 18th
century.'^

Built in

what was then the suburbs, the Bullock's Wilshire department

store used the

automobile as a primary design element. The copper tower functioned as a beacon
attract motorists to the store,

parking

lot

or "motor court."

and

When

its

grand opening, they entered a

of

its

The

kind."'^

its

main entrance was placed facing

to

the private, gated

patrons entered the Bullock's Wilshire on the eve of

modem

department store that "eclipsed everything else

interior decoration

featured Bauhaus-influenced clocks, vibrant

murals, and glass and marble walls. "Each feature and detail of the building bespoke the

confidence and optimism of Los Angeles in 1929:

from a base of

five, reflective

beige cast stone, as
frosted glass
to

light

if the

new

of the

Art

sculpted mass rising ten stories

City Hall downtown; the copper siding against

building were an oversized art object half encased in metal; the

and dark tropical wood

an

its

interior; the disc

Deco Meistersinger with

festival

and torch branch chandeliers ready
radiance."'^

Pauline

Schindler,

architectural critic stated:

"It

constitutes an unmistakable advance in the

design.

Much

seen for

its artistic

The team responsible
accolades for

its

of

for

its

effect is

due to color and

movement of contemporary
light;

and

it

must be actually

significance to be realized."'*

assembling

this

premiere Art Deco building received numerous

work, and the efforts of the interior designers were widely heralded.

"Designer Jock Peters, decorator Eleanor Le Maire, and the design firm of Feil

'^Ibid.

"Margaret Leslie Davis. Bullock's Wilshire. Los Angeles: Balcony Press, 1996. p
'^Ibid. p. 10.

'*Davis, p. 47.

8

7.

&

Paradise created the sumptuous high style interiors that soon became the talk of the
town."'^

"In concert with Peters,

Le Maire

built a special

skilled artisans to create the exact effects in metal,

wood,

workshop with close

glass, tapestries

to

100

and leather

that

the team desired."""

The premiere Los Angeles
of Parkinson

&

significant city

architectural establishment of the time, the father-and-son firm

Some

Parkinson designed the Bullock's Wilshire structure."'

landmarks are creations of the Parkinsons:

Club"' (with Edwin Bergstrom) 191
California (begun in 1919), the

the original

1,

campus of

Memorial Coliseum"^ (1923),

C. Martin) 1928, and Union Station"'' (1939).

the

of the most

Los Angeles Athletic

the University of Southern
the City Hall"^ (with Albert

All are recognized worldwide as icons of

Los Angeles.

The

interior spaces

La Directoire and

became

the best

the Louis

XVI

known

aspect of the Bullock's Wilshire experience.

period rooms featured

sparkling chandeliers and gilded accents.

warm

tones of ivory and gold,

The rooms were an

Antoinette's salons at the Petit Trianon at Versailles.

interpretation of

Marie

Other boutique rooms, such as the

French Rococo Chanel Room, the Art Deco Fur Atelier, the Frank Lloyd Wright inspired

Menswear Department, were

all

considered high achievements

in style

and design. The

designers had furniture, fixtures and artwork created specifically for each of the major

'"ibid, p. 39.

-°Ibid. p. 45.

^'Los Angeles Historic-Cultural
Historic Places in

Monument #

56.

Declared June, 1968.

Listed on National Register of

May, 1978.

Historic-Cultural Monument # 69. Declared September, 1970.
^Declared a National Historic Landmark, a State Historical Landmark, and listed on the National Register

"Los Angeles

of Historic Places

in July,

1984.

""Los Angeles Historic-Cultural

Monument*

150.

Declared March. 1976.

Angeles Historic-Cultural

Monument #

101.

Declared August. 1972. Listed on the National Register

"''Los

of Historic Places in

November, 1980.
9

rooms, making the

interiors

and

fixtures as integral to the design of the store as the

architecture.

Bullock's Wilshire

H.

Macy

&

became

part of the

Co. The parent firm

Macy's announced

that

it

I.

Magnin chain

filed for

was closing

including the Bullock's Wilshire.

in

bankruptcy

eight

I.

1988 through acquisition by R.

in 1992.

In

February of that year,

Magnin and Bullock's

In April 1993, the

stores in California,

department store once lauded as a

economy and

a declining

neighborhood. Macy's also cited the erosion of customers caused by the 1992

civil unrest

"contemporary cathedral of commerce"

fell

victim to a troubled

following the Rodney King verdicts during which the store

At an August 1993 liquidation

sale,

it

was discovered

that

was vandalized.

Macy's had removed

all

of the

building's lighting fixtures and antique furniture and relocated the pieces to other

Magnin

or Bullock's stores around California.

Among

the

removed pieces were

chandeliers, sconces, and Neo-classical furniture from the second floor period
the Lalique crystal chandeliers

original to the building
loss

was

from the

first floor.

the

of the

rooms and

"Because so many of the pieces were

and had been specifically designed for

its

individual rooms, the

particularly devastating""^

Bullock's Wilshire had been designated as Los Angeles Historic-Cultural
in

all

I.

1968 and was included on the National Register of Historic Places

Monument #56
However,

in 1978.

Los Angeles municipal preservation law only regulated the building exterior

which Bullock's Wilshire

is

designated, not the interior or original fixtures.

the removal of interior fixtures

action that

was within

was not an

the city's

power

for

Therefore,

action that required city approval nor

was

it

an

to prevent.

"^'Macy's Returns Bullock's Wilshire Fixtures and Furnishings."
n.4. July/Augu.sl 1994.

10

Los Angeles Conservancy News.

v.

16,

City officials did not want the missing fixtures forgotten in Macy's ongoing bankruptcy

After a very pubHc preservation battle and

hearings.

PR campaign waged by

Angeles Conservancy and the City, Macy's agreed to return
the

Los Angeles

This

store.

is

not legally required to do so.

the first

known

Thus,

was

it

action

by

Wilshire, the retailer lost

The

illegally

retailer

preservationists, not the regulatory

restored the fixtures to the

that

However, when Macy's defaulted on

Bullock's Wilshire.

all

statutory claim to realty

would have been hard pressed

removed from

department store in

to

1977.

crystal

its

lease for the Bullock's

and trade fixtures under California

prove

its

the department store if the issue had

Macy's kept two bronze and Lalique

of the vintage fixtures to

voluntary restoration of fixtures by a party

powers of the Los Angeles preservation ordinance

law."^

all

the Lx)s

claim to keep the fixtures

gone

it

to court.

chandeliers that were installed in the

The prized chandeliers were relocated

to

the

Bullock's

in

Downtown Los

Modeme

chandeliers were

created in France specifically for inclusion in that clothier's sales room.

At the Bullock's

Wilshire after their original location, the Oviatt

Angeles was converted into a restaurant. The

Wilshire. they

designed

c.

became an important contributing

in the

same French influenced

Menswear

1928 Zigzag

store

feature of the

architectural

mode.

Perfume Hall, which was

A

relevant issue that will

require additional research but not covered within this thesis concerns additional fixtures

brought into a building:

Should introduced

scope of historic-cultural ordinances

if

articles

be extended protection under the

contribute to the historical

interpretation

of

significant buildings?

"trade fixtures" arc normally removable by the tenant on termination of the lease, provisions to
the effect that fixtures, including trade fixtures, will belong to the landlord on the termination of the lease
for breach by the tenant are valid and controlling. Goldie v. Bauchet Properties { 1 975 ) 124 Cal. Rptr. 161,

"' Although

540P.2d

1.

15

c. 3d

307.
II

Figure

3.

Louis

XVI

Los Angeles: Balcony

Period

Room,

Bullock's Wilshire.

Press, 1996, p. 58.)

12

(Source; Margaret Davis.

Bullock's Wilshire.

Figure

4.

concrete

Designer Jock Peters looked to Frank
block

architecture

Menswear Department
Davis.

at

for

inspiration

Bullock's Wilshire.

in

Llii>i.l

W

right's

designing

the

(Source: Margaret

Bullock's Wilshire. Los Angeles: Balcony Press, 1996, p.

57.)

13

Figure

5.

The Fur

in coral

was considered to be one of the store's most
The salon was decorated with sofas upholstered

Atelier

extraordinary rooms.

velour edged in Chinese vennilion and cork walls

shades of brown.

in

contrasting

Opal-glass lanterns with tassels hung from the

(Source: Margaret Davis.
Balcony Press, 1996, p. 59)
ceiling.

14

Bullock's Wilshire.

Los Angeles:

Figure

The main facade

6.

Cathedral of

St.

Vibiana as remodeled by John Austm
Department of Geography, Photograph Archive.)

ot the Cathedral ot St.

USC

Photograph dates from 1996. (Source:

and the center of ecclesiastical

Bishop Thaddeus Amat's request

activities

from Monterey

to

to

move

Los Angeles.

his residence

"The Bishop

appointed an advisory committee to raise funds for a cathedral which was to be

meant

St.

to

emulate the Spanish Baroque

for

its

until

named

in

Vibiana according to the personal wish of Pope Pius EX.""* "The church was

Barcelona that

drawn

1922.

Vibiana

In 1859, a papal grant authorized

honor of

m

Amat had

style

of San Miguel del

No

attended as a youth.""^

1868 when civic minded resident, Ozro

Mar

(1755), a church in

plans for a permanent church were

W.

Childs, donated a parcel of land

construction. Ezra F. Kysor, one of the city's earliest professional architects,

designed a church with a traditional basilica plan.
structure

landmark

was considered one of
for the city.

""Thomas R. Vreeland

&

for Cathedral Square, Inc.,

belfry, located at the rear of the

the church's finest features,

In 1893, the

Associates.

The

and

Dominguez family donated

for a long time

the

it

was

permanent high

a

altar

The Cathedral of St. Vibiana: A History and an Appraisal. Prepared

Los Angeles, CA.

May

1,

1996,

29

Ibid.
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p. 12.

of Parian and Carrara marble and Mexican Onyx. In 1922, the church underwent a major

The

rebuilding of the main facade and interior.

marble side

altars,

new

steps and railings, a

project included space for a

new permanent

new

organ,

pulpit of white Carrara

marble, and a semi-circular baptistery added to the south end of the newly created
narthex.

At

this time,

new windows were added and

the sills of six original

One

provide room for new, oak veneered paneled confessionals.
Flight into Egypt"

media.

is

renowned, and

column spandrels,

the interior on

the various designs

is

abstracted sacred ornament.

a consecrated cathedral.

church layout

still

wooden church

Since

composition

pictorial

"The most important decorative defining

ornamental scheme while enriching

among

its

that

it

symbolically,

feature,

is

windows

raised to

of the windows, "The

reproduced

is

which

in

other

unifies the interior

the extensive stenciling throughout

walls, in gallery comers,

and on ceilings."

Notable

the use of the cross motif, as well as running bands of

Distinctive wall candlesticks signify the building's status as

In the

Vreeland Report"" of 1996,

resembles the 1922

Ezra Kysor

plan""^"

it

is

stated that "today the

and "remains today essentially the same

built 121 years ago."^^

1991, the Los Angles Conservancy has worked with the Archdiocese of Los

Angeles to find a preservation solution for

St.

Vibiana's after Cardinal Roger

Mahoney

Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety) to Barbara Hoff, (Director of
Los Angeles Conservancy.) February 3, 1996. St. Vibiana Case File. Los Angeles

'"Portia Lee, (Architect,

Preservation Issues,

Conservancy, Los Angeles, CA. PhotcKopy.
"The Archdiocese of Los Angeles commissioned Thomas R. Vreeland
history of St. Vibiana's Cathedral.

The Cathedral of

St.

Vihiana:

A

&

Associates to prepare a narrative

History-

and an

Appraisal, to provide

background information for a joint Archdiocese/Los Angeles Conservancy Workshop on clarifying the old
church's future. The report is intended to inform architects with historical and developmental background,
and the environmental impact report. Although attempting
architectural significance, the report proves otherwise.
'^Vreeland.

p.

17.

"ibid. p. 56.
16

to assert the cathedral has

little

historical or

expressed an interest in demolishing the old church to make
Since then,

cathedral.

St.

Vibiana's

suffered

way

for a grander,

damage during

structural

Northridge earthquake, which measured 6.9 on the Richter Scale.

Angeles never gave
Instead,

St.

the

1994

The City of Los

Vibiana's a comprehensive inspection after the earthquake.

the City yellow tagged the church,

occupancy. The Archdiocese held services

the bell tower a public threat

damage but not

advising of

in the

damaged church

Cardinal used a 3.5 aftershock to promote plans for a

initiating

modem

new

and mandated abatement.

for

restricting

two years

until the

The City declared

cathedral.

The Archdiocese responded by

demolition of the bell tower without filing for the required permit.

The demolition of any building

in

Los Angeles requires a permit from the

Department of Building and Safety, even

if

demolition

The Conservancy was successful

situations.

demolition

in

in

is

a

mandated action

in

city

emergency

obtaining an injunction to stop the

progress citing non-compliance with city statute.

The

off one of the most heated preservation battles in city history.

action

would touch

In addition, lawyers

representing the Cardinal argued that removing the historic designation of the church

would eliminate any
resources.

statutory

mandates

for environmental review pertaining to historic

The Archdiocese then attempted

to

lobby the City Council and the Mayor to

void the church's historical designation, and

state

representatives to prevent future

landmarking of religious property. The City Council stripped
designation,

ignoring

a

recommendation by

the

Cultural

St.

Vibiana's of

Heritage

its hi.storic

Commission

to

maintain the historic designation of the cathedral.

After a volley of requests for demolition permits and injunctions barring such action, the
California Superior Court finally ruled that "the

community

is

entitled

to

a public

environmental review process before any plans for demolition of the historic cathedral
17

The judge granting

can be considered."^"*

the injunction sided with the Conservancy,

requiring an environmental impact report to be completed before demolition could

proceed, as required by state law the California Environmental Quality Act

development projects may have a potential

Today, the cathedral

sits

on the environment

abandoned and stripped of

removed

plans to incorporate the

effect

artifacts into a

the Civic Center overlooking the old church.

its

new

The

when

(historic resources).

historic fixtures.

The Archdiocese

cathedral on a hilltop site adjacent to

stenciling,

molded

plaster,

and ceiling

frescos are also integral and significant fabric of the building interior in addition to the

removable
church.

However, these elements have been

fixtures.

left

behind

in the

boarded-up

This raises an additional issue for interiors preservation, not just in the case

Vibiana's Cathedral, but for

all

historic interiors:

regulate the interiors of historic resources and

treatments?

If the

church

is

rehabilitated, the

To what

demand

removed

degree

St.

may government

protection for historic surface

fixtures can

be returned. Painting

over decorative surface treatments or their final destruction will erase a significant

element of the design history of the cathedral and

is

as hurtful as the removal of fixtures.

this thesis, the discussion or protecting significant interiors will

For the purpose of

now

be limited to those issues only as they relate to fixtures removal in historic resources.

The

St.

Vibiana story

is

very similar to that of the Bullock's Wilshire. The nomination to

the city Historic-Cultural

Monument

Register extended only to the building exterior,

leaving the interior exposed to dismantling. Unlike the department store, to argue that the
fixtures

a

removed were

significant to the design of Ezra

community landmark cherished by prominent

Cultural Heritage

Commission nor

'^Historic Designation of
n.4.

St.

the

Kysor ignores the church's role as

citizens over

its

lifetime.

Conservancy had regulatory

Vibiana Cathedral Under Attack."

July/August 1996.
18

Neither the

tools to cite that

Los Angeles Conservancy News.

v.

18,

would require
Cultural

architectural review or require the return of

Heritage Ordinance does not place

municipal review.
cathedral.

As of

Therefore, very

little

fixtures

removed

fixtures.

Again, the

removal within the scope of

can be done to demand their return to the old

this writing, the ultimate fate

of the church

proposals are being developed by the Conservancy.

19

is

uncertain.

Alternate use

Figure

7.

Interior of the cathedral of St. Vibiana,

remained largely unchanged since the date of

this

c.

1945. reflecting the alterations of 1924.

The

interior

photograph, (with the exception of lighting updates, as

in the Vreeland Report) until closure and subsequent dismantling
Department of Geography, Photograph Archive.)

stated

20

in

1995.

(Source:

USC

i^ftv
'

'\

I

Figure 9. Main facade of the Cathedral of St. Vibiana.
use Department of Geography. Photograph Archive.)

22

c.

1896, as designed hy Ezra Kysor.

(Source:

Figure 10. Side perspective of the Cathedral, July 1996. Antique stained-glass windows
installation in new church structure. Photo by X. R. Avila.

have been removed for

23

Henry M. Robinson Residences

The Robert

R. Blacker and

In the last

decade, two cases in Pasadena brought to light the vulnerability of historic

The

residences to dismantling by their owners.

which demonstrated

that the reputation of high

first

The second involved

the

the Robert R. Blacker House,

achievement

design was not a shield against potential threats.
antique profiteers.

was

In fact,

in architectural

it

at

of the newly

test

protecting the works of

master architects Charles Sumner and Henry Mather Greene from dismantling.
situations involved residences designed

Pasadena

devoted to

engaged

Among
its

the leading practitioners, there

principles as California architects,

in all structural

and material aspects

Both

& Greene.

closely associated with the development Arts and Crafts

is

California.

by Greene

artistic

could act as a beacon to

Robinson House and a

strengthened municipal historic preservation ordinance aimed

and

were few

Greene

in their

&

movement

as thoroughly

Greene.

commissions

"

and naturally

The brothers were

for clients, designing

everything from lamp shades to rugs to garden sculpture and landscape design.

"In their

twenty years of practice, the Greenes established an American architecture so fresh that
spread from Pasadena to
California

Bungalow

all

in

it

of Southern California and then over the entire country as the

style....

The

individual character of their

work evolved from

a rich

and deep study of wood, from an appreciation for the Japanese, a respect for the Swiss, a
love of nature and natural materials; and

it

was expressed

in the

bold use of heavy

timbers, projecting rafters, broad sloping roof lines and overhanging eaves, extensive

masonry

walls, stained board

and batten siding, and the incorporation of the garden into

the total design."^^

"Randell

L.

Makinson. Green and Greene: Architecture and Related Designs.

Smith Books. 1979.
"''Esther

Salt

Lake

City: Peregrine

p. 12.

McCoy. Five

California Architects.

Angeles: Hennessey and Ingalls,

Inc.,

1987,

New

York: Reinhold Book Corporation, 1960. Reprint Los

p. 103.
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Figure 11.

Blacker House, Pasadena California.

appears very

much

the

same

today.

(Source:

Date unknown, however, the house

Randell Makinson.

Greene and Greene:

Architecture as a Fine Art. Salt Lake City: Peregrine Smith Books, 1977,

p. 151.)

Robert R. Blacker Residence
Robert R. Blacker was a lumber magnate from Michigan
1906.

who

"During the brief period between 1907 and 1909, Greene

retired to

&

Pasadena

in

Greene created seven

designs which reached such a high level of craftsmanship and sophistication that they

have rarely been equaled."" Because of

was

his understanding

particularly sympathetic client for the Greenes.

many

refinements of the Greenes' mature

style,

and appreciation of woods, he

The Blacker House demonstrates

from the decorative

the

details incorporated

within structural elements to the thematic details found in furniture and fixtures created
exclusively for the house. "Replete with teak and

mahogany paneling pegged with ebony

and teak, stained glass widows, hand-crafted lighting

fixtures, bas relief panels in subtle

organic motifs, banks of French doors, sleeping porches, and balconies, the residence

became a showpiece

for the use of rare

and varied woods and the exquisite design and

craftsmanship for which the brothers have become internationally known."

"Randell L. Makinson. Greene and Greene: Architecture as a Fine

Books. 1977.

Art.

Salt

"All of the

Lake City: Peregrine Smith

p. 150.

^*"Pasadena Buildings Endangered and Preserved: The Robert Blacker House." Pasadena Heritage,
n.

1.

Fall 1985.

25

v.

XI,

furnishings were designed for the house, and oriental carpets and auxiliary accessories

were personally selected by the Greenes
Blacker."'''^

The high

mahogany

set into

level of craft

plates to

in

close

work included

complement

association

light

with Mr.

and Mrs.

switches carved from ebony and

"The detailing of

stained glass.

throughout the dining room was so carefully worked out that

it

the paneling

was impossible

to

determine which were doors and which solid panels. "^°

In

1986,

Texas millionaire Barton English purchased the Blacker House without

intending to establish residence in Pasadena.

Heritage

learned

that

a

high profile

Shortly after the close of sale, Pasadena

New York

antique dealer was

at

the

"overseeing removal of most of the light fixtures from the house for shipment to

York and Texas."
house.

Many

Mr. English had

light panels,

estate

New

lamps and widows removed from the

of the disconnected fixtures were placed in the private collection of Mr.

English and the rest sold.

Because of
the Blacker

Register

its

international reputation

and the deep appreciation by the previous owner,

House "was never considered

Monument

protect the Blacker

at risk."^"

It

was not

listed as a

or on the city directory. "While a National Register listing

House or prevent

Makinson. Architecture as a Fine
'"McCoy, p. 29.

Art.

[>.

the removal

of

its

fixtures,

the

National

would not

honor would

154.

1

""Pasadena Buildings Endangered and Preserved: The Robert Blacker House." Pasadena Heritage,
n.

l.Fall 1985. p.

1.

"•-Ibid, p. 2.
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v.

XI,

reinforce the

American

high level of significance this residence

in

the

history of

architecture.""*^

Pasadena Heritage

tried

to

organization the right for a six

all

commands

an

negotiate

month period

option

agreement which would give the

to re-market the

house on the condition

that

the light fixtures be returned. Mr. English refused to negotiate with Pasadena Heritage

and the City of Pasadena

after several

months.

The outpour of public concern did

deter further looting of the house, as doors and larger pieces of stained glass

displays were shipped to

New York

at

and the house was put on the market.
finally

House.

being purchased in 1991.

not

widow

a later date. In their place, replicates were in.stalled

It

remained unoccupied for many months before

The removed

fixtures never returned to the Blacker

Thus, the incident brought the issue to public attention and exposed the

vulnerability of historic buildings in Pasadena.

"Ibid.
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Figure

13.

Blacker House, detail of light shade

(Source: Randell Makinson. Greene

Lake

City; Peregrine

&

in Living Room.
Date unknown.
Greene: Furniture and Related Designs. Salt

Smith Books, 1979,

p. 100.;

29

Figure

14.

Robinson House.

The success of

the overall design of the

increased the reputation of the Greene Brothers.

Date unknown.

Greene & Greene: Architecture as a Fine
Smith Books, 1977, p. 119.)

Makinson;

Art.

Salt

mansion greatly

(Source:

Lake

Randell

City: Peregrine

Henry M. Robinson Residence

The 1905 Robinson House

is

recognized as being equal

recognized masterworks of 1907-1909, and

"On

fully representative

is

the interior the Greenes continued their long love affair with

two years was here

the previous
interior

and

integrating

exterior, the

all

was

talent."*^

wood, and

work of

"

and the furnishings; and they took

means were soon

their

"Throughout the

purely utilitarian uses.

"Makinson. Architecture as a Fine

"It

Robinson House

'Ibid, p. 121.
"Ibid. p. 43.
''Ibid.

30

advantage of
that

47

that the

became a sculptured

Art. p. 118.

full

Robinson House design was so great

attracted to the firm.

in the design of the lighting for the

move away from

of the brothers'

further developed and refined."

Critical acclaim for the

other clients of substantial

widely

Robinson House provided the Greenes with the prospect of

parts of the structure

this opportunity.""*^

It

in all respects to the

art

Greenes began

to

form and had a major

impact on the character of the interior spaces. ...Great chandeliers were designed of

and Tiffany

glass,

leather straps

and

in the

which enables

room

dining

House

fixtures, the City of

designate structures designed by Greene

is

renowned

Gamble House,

architects, the

was

jointly listed

National Historic Landmark
states

that

structures

elaborate system of weights and

&

Pasadena

felt

alterations to

requires

(As further evidence of

for.

was necessary

to

historic-cultural

American domestic

their significance as

also located in Pasadena and boasting an international

on the National Register of Historic Places and declared a
in

September, 1971.)

The

revi.sed preservation

and removal of fixtures from Greene

review

it

Greene as a special class of

(the "Historic Treasure") because of the contributions to

design that their work

reputation,

was an

the fixture to be raised and lowered to suit the occasion."

After the loss of the Blacker

monument

there

wood

and

Greene designed

from the Cultural Heritage Commission.

approval

Previously, the ordinance did not grant the

&

ordinance

Commission

authority to regulate interiors or

defined fixtures removal as an action requiring design

review approval

from the

Commission.

hi 1993,

when

the heirs of

(including four Greene

Pasadena Heritage.

&

owner kene Combe Miller attempted
Greene

fixtures), they

The executor of

the

to sell assets of the estate

met with opposition from the City and

estate

removed

the

four built-in

fixtures

(previously severed) from the residence without obtaining approval from the Cultural

Heritage Commission, as mandated under the newly strengthened Cultural Heritage

Ordinance.

After the executor refused to postpone the estate auction and submit an

application for review to the City of Pasadena, the issue quickly escalated into a legal
issue, the first test of

enforcement for the newly revised ordinance.

"Makinson. Architecture and Related Designs,

p.

40.

31

In January 1995, the Superior

The court

Court of California ruled in favor of the heirs of the

estate.

stated that the city did not have the authority to regulate removal of fixtures

from Robinson House as authorized under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance despite the
fact that the four fixtures

viewed the removed
articles in question

the City of

articles

had been expressly designed for the Robinson House. The court

fixtures as personal property of the estate of Mrs. Miller, since the

had been severed from the residence some

forty years earlier.

Thus,

Pasadena could not retroactively extend the Cultural Heritage Ordinance

severed so long ago.

to

Furthermore, California law allows the property owner to

claim fixtures as personal property upon severance from the freehold.

32

Figure 15. Robinson House Dining Room, pictured with
removal. Date unknown.
(Source:
Randell Makinson. Greene & Greene: Architecture as a
Fine Art. Salt Lake City: Peregrine Smith Books, 1977,
chandelier before

p. 120.;
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16.

A

1993 auction catalogue page advertising Greene

The mahogany hanging cabinet was removed from

the

ChlnotMHW (Xacoraiad
ana am CarvM M^u:/)

& Greene furniture with other fine antiques
Robinson House. (Source: City of Pasadena.)
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Bungalow Heaven

Historic District

In 1986, neighbors in Pasadena's
city's first official

Landmark

Bungalow Heaven

District.

Bungalow Heaven

neighborhoods of affordable single-family homes

and the

major

district

a

While few of

is

restrictions

rich

to preserve the overall character of the

neighborhood by preventing incompatible alterations

The Conservation

boundaries.

the

style.

objective of the district designation

district

in

the houses are architect-designed, builders

remarkable neighborhood of high quality buildings displaying

vocabulary of the Craftsman

The

between the tum-of-the-century

encompasses many outstanding examples, including several of

historical significance.

created

built

"represents one of the last intact

Representing the largest collection of Craftsman bungalows

1930s.""*^

Pasadena, the

area banded together to organize the

Plan'^"

to the residences located within the

provides design standards and alteration

and addresses the problem of covering the wooden exteriors with stucco.

Maintaining the appearance of these structures, with their characteristic shingle roofs and
shingle siding,

is

a major concern for those dedicated to preserving the character of the

neighborhood.

City legislation authorizing the creation of the Bungalow Heaven district was drafted
the

same time

as the Cultural Heritage Ordinance

was under

revision.

The debate over
The

property rights represented the greatest challenge to the historic district proposal.
resistance

of some residents to

amendments
interior

designation centered on the

to the Cultural Heritage Ordinance,

District Effort

of Pa.sadcna

exterior alterations

ha.s a

(when

The Blacker House

Underway." Pasadena Heritage,

special design review requirements for

visible

from the

street).

Because

v.

new

XII.

n.

10.

incident

June 1986.

in detail.

for

raised

p. 6.

construction, demolition, and

interior regulation is not a part of the design

revue component, the Conservation Plan will not be discussed

35

new proposed

which required architectural review

modifications to registered buildings.

"'"Bungalow Heaven

^hc City

district

at

concerns for Bungalow Heaven residents that their homes would be held up to the same
level of scrutiny as

Greene

&

Greene designed

between the City, Pasadena Heritage, property

&

placed on interiors extend only to Greene
interiors

rights groups,

house not visible from the

interiors or parts of the

of Bungalow

Heaven's

A

compromise agreement

and homeowners exempted

from design review. Restrictions

street

Greene designed

homes remain

historic

However, stained glass windows along

structures.

vulnerable

district-registered buildings in the

it

is

to bring

it

is

Bungalow Heaven

not the intention of this thesis to suggest that

Review Boards should have

historic district

awareness

sometimes have

to the

strict

same manner

authority to regulate

all

interiors of

as individually listed landmarks.

fact that preservationists

Rather,

and local government may

to sacrifice facets of history to pacify property rights concerns.

landmark exterior designations,

individual

dismantling.

to

front facades are protected.

In calling attention to the vulnerability of interiors located within

under the adopted preservation plan,

Thus, the

structures.

interiors

Like

should be nominated based on

established criteria that can be researched, evaluated, and verified based on the merit of
the structure.

However, without some form of protection,

domestic homes are

in

danger of being

lost

a well trained staff to survey interiors

suggestion unrealistic.
property

—

residences.

city

Hence,

until

interiors

of modest

without record. The requirements of retaining

on a

city

wide or

In addition, there is the issue of

officials

the

must have permission or

district basis

makes such

government access

legal

authority

to

a

to private

enter

private

vernacular interior design reaches the consciousness of the

public as a valuable historic resource deserving protection, this chapter of American
cultural history will slowly disappear,

and will continue

or insensitive alteration.

36

to

do so with each inappropriate

Figure 17.

Map

of Bungalow Heaven.

(Source:

Pasadena Design and Historic Preservation Counter

1996.)
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Figure

18..

Heaven.

Chalet inspired Craftsman style

Photo by X. R. Avila.
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home

in

Bungalow

Figure 19. Residence on Catalina Avenue, Bungalow Heaven.
Photo by X. R. Avila.
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«

F!
i^;«^w^r

Figure 20.

This

Bungalow Heaven residence

displays Japanese

construction of the open timber gables. Photo by X. R. Avila.
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influence

in

the

CHAPTER THREE

HOW SHOULD THE ARTICLES OF HISTORIC
INTERIORS BE DEFINED FOR THEIR PROTECTION

AGAINST DISMANTLING?
The

government

inability of local

stems from weaknesses

to stop

in the historic

owners from dismantling

preservation ordinance.

their historic buildings

The ordinance may not

authorize the local historic commission to regulate interiors or require approval for

removal of
the

statute

regulation.

fixtures.

Conversely, strength can be found

in the

ordinance

the language of

if

contains explicit and comprehensive definitions of resources subject to

A

municipality

through legislation

if

may

define interior fixtures as objects subject to protection

the preservation of interiors

legislation delegates to municipalities the police

is

a goal of the locality.

power

State enabling

to regulate the preservation of

historic or architecturally significant private property.

Fixtures Defined

What

constitutes a fixture?

Black's

Law

Dictionary defines a fixture as "an article

nature of personal property which has been so annexed to realty that

41

it

is

in the

regarded as a

part of the land."^'

fixture

was

understanding the concept of fixtures,

In

however, because

on land

the land or a building

that

it

became regarded

definition of fixtures under the California Civil

thing

is

deemed

it

Code

its

became so closely connected

to

when

it

is

attached to

that for the

purpose of

sale,

The

it

by

permanently resting upon

as in the case of buildings; or permanently attached to

permanent, as by means of cement, plaster,

chattel

as part of the real estate.""

roots, as in the case of trees, vines, or shrubs; or
it,

"The

as follows:

is

to be affixed to the land

important to note that a

changed

originally a chattel, an article of personal property.

status to an intermediate category,

"A

is

it

nails, bolts, or

what

is

thus

screws; except

emblements, industrial growing crops and

things attached to or forming part of the land, which are agreed to be

severed before sale or under the contract of

and be governed by the provisions of the

sale, shall

title

be treated as goods

of this code regulating the

sales of goods.

common

"The

law of fixtures grew out of the needs of an agrarian society

land represented the basic source of wealth."''^

in

which

the

The primary function of land was

farming; any development of structures or machinery was ancillary to the primary
function. "In that setting, any
the real estate because they

improvements made on the land became regarded as

were affixed

to the land."^

The only items

part of

that the farmer

had to serve as securities for his debts were his land and any attached improvements.

Any

became viewed

structure

as real estate

upon

however, which could be viewed as personalty

erection.

in their

"Large pieces of machinery,

unattached condition, were, after

attachment to the land, called fixtures and were thereafter treated as part of the

Land, buildings and fixtures were
farmer's debt

^'Blacks

Law

if

creditors insisted

Dictionary,

p.

all

collectively used as collateral for repayment of the

on a mortgage.

638 (6th edition. 1990).

"Richard R. Powell. Powell on Real Property,
"California Civil
'

Code §660. (Enacted

Powell on Real Propertw

p.

1872.

land."''^

p.

57:25.

Amended by

57:8.

'^Ibid.

^Ibid.
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Stats. 1931. c. 1070, p.

2259. §5.)

In California, the

Spanish Civil Code tradition has evolved to include the concepts of

common

American

which

law,

is

based on English legal

The leading American

tradition.

case formulating the test for fixtures, and cited in California civil cases, regarded the
classification of items as fixtures for tax purposes.

In Teaff

Hewitr'^ the Court held

v.

there that:

"The united application of the following
criterion of a fixture:

appurtenant thereto.
the realty with

Actual annexation to the

realty, or

something

Appropriation to the use or purpose of that part of

2.

which

the annexation, to
this intention

1.

requisites will be found the safest

is

it

make

connected.

the article a

3.

The

intention of the party

permanent ascension

being inferred from the nature of the

relation and situation of the party

making

to the

making

freehold—

article affixed, the

the annexation,

and the purpose

or use for which the annexation has been made."^**

While

case was important in developing a standard of review for determining trade

this

and mortgage

fixtures subjects to taxation

decorative interior fixtures.

Over

liens,

it

is

not a suitable parallel for items like

the years, Louisiana Courts have reviewed cases

regarding decorative fixtures removed from buildings.
the tradition of the French Civil
to that state.

potential

Code, a system unique

conflict.

Equihank

in the

United States and exclusive

This exposes comparison of American/California law and Louisiana law to

However, Louisiana examples give

comprehensive statutory definitions for

In

Louisiana administers law under

v.

into

the

value

of

fixtures.

the case centered

IRS.

insight

on a

New

Orleans, Garden District mansion

containing several antique crystal chandeliers worth as

much

as

$75,000 each.

Two

banks held mortgages on the residence, and the IRS imposed a general tax lien on the

^''Teaffv. Hewitt.

1

Ohio

^^Crocker National Bank

St.
v.

511 (1853).
City

and County of San Francisco. 49 Cal.3d; 264

278(1989).
^''Equihank

v.

IRS. 749 F.2d

1

176 (5th Cir. 1985). (Louisiana).
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Cal. Rptr. 139,

782 P.2d

property as a security for overdue taxes. After the owners defaulted on the mortgage, the

Before a court ordered auction of the property could take place,

mortgagees foreclosed.
the

IRS took physical possession of the residence and removed the contents, including the

chandeliers.

The chandeliers were disconnected from
exposed holes and wiring

in the ceiling

fasteners securing the chandeliers

risking

and

harm

and walls.

electrical wiring to separate the internal wires

to the worker, or

damage

to the

chandeliers were

component

that

electrical outlet.

under Louisiana State

lien.

The United

that the chandeliers

States Court of

property

law,

"the

and were, therefore, immovables

covered by the mortgage, which primed the general tax

mortgage

unit wires without

This contrasts with simply removing a

parts of the residence

IRS successfully argued

from the

house and fixtures by touching the exposed

by pulling the plug from a standard

One mortgagee, Equibank, argued

the

and other

and fixtures were taken off and the units were lowered

wires or the 'shorting out' of the circuitry."^''
lighting unit

In addition, the bolts

"Persons effecting the safe removal had to have sufficient knowledge of

to the floor.
electricity

the electrical wiring of the house leaving

lien."^'

In federal district court,

were movables not covered by the

Appeals

for the Fifth Circuit reversed the

lower court ruling and declared that the fixtures were indeed subject to the mortgage

The

fifth

Court held that antique chandeliers which were physically attached to internal

house wiring through ceiling wiring were "component parts" of a residence subject

mortgage
satisfy

lien

The IRS was not

on the residence.

to the

entitled to seize the chandeliers to

unpaid taxes.

'^Equibank
""'M.

lien.

v.

IRS. 749 F2.d

Charles Wallfisch.

Dec 1986

1

176. p.

1

1

17.

"Property -Permanent Attachment— The Chandeliers Case.

V.61 n. 2. p. 440.
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Tulane

Law

Review,

Under

when

Code, corporeal movables are considered

the Louisiana Civil

they

become immovables by nature

considered immovables
that their

when

to

"They were also

or immovables by destination.

they were attached to a building by the

be immovable

owner

in

removal caused breakage."^" Article 466, the basis of the decision

such a

way

above

in the

case stated:

"Things permanently attached to a building or other construction, such as
plumbing,

cooling,

heating,

electrical

or other installments,

are

its

component parts.... Things are considered permanently attached if they can
not be removed without substantial damage to themselves or to the
immovable to which they were attached."^''

Article 467,

naming chandeliers by category

stated:

"Wire screens, water pipes, gas pipes, sewerage pipes, heating pipes,
radiators,

electric

wires,

and gas

electric

lavatories, closets, sinks, gas plants,

plants and furnaces,

building by the

when

owner

immovable by nature."

The

meter and electric

466

for the use or convenience of the building are

First, Article

462

states that

states that

particular instance, chandeliers.

to

Finally, "the

p.

1

1

realty,

79.

45

and

are

parts.

Within
in this

views of the public on which items are
in

defining those items which

include within the term electrical installation."^''

Ibid. p. 448.

IRS.

permanent attachments.

must be considered

*^Louisiana Civil Code, Art. 467.
v.

immovables

permanent attachments are component

"Ibid.

^^Eqidhank

parts of

Code, fixtures are part of the

ordinarily regarded as part of a building

meant

were immovables are found

component

states that electrical installations are

the definition of the Louisiana Civil

the legislature

light plants, heating

"*

immovables. Second, Article 466
Third, Article

bathtubs,

actually connected with or attached to the

steps used to reach the conclusion that the chandeliers

within the Civil Code.

*-

lighting fixtures,

Does

the

average, ordinary, prudent person buying a

when he

home

expect the light fixtures to be there

or she takes possession? In the Courts view, "the societal expectation

the lights

go on."^^ This doctrine of immovables may be argued

is

to

have

to apply to cornices

and

panels as other "installments" that are component parts, since they are permanently
attached to the structure; their removal
or the

As

immovable item

far

would

damage

to

themselves

Mackie

v.

Smith, that

result in substantial

which they are attached.

to

back as 1850, the Louisiana Supreme Court decided

in

mirrors for which recesses had been cut into the wall of a residence

The purchaser of a house brought

by destination.

ornamental mirrors found
the owner/seller.

The

in

action to recover

However,

seller

demonstrated that the mirrors were not affixed to the

after the

owner purchased

cutting recesses into the wall to

moved without being broken

the

rough and unfinished

accommodate and

state; the

or

the mirrors, he altered the structure by

receive the mirrors which

held in place by brackets and ornamental frames screwed to the wall.
left in a

two valuable

one of the rooms of the house, which had been removed by

building with plaster or mortar, and that they could be
injured.

became immovables

The

would be

recesses were

mirrors and frames being clearly intended to be

permanent finishing of the walls.

"The Mackie court found
intention

was

that this

that the mirrors

were intended

to be the

method of attachment revealed

that

the owner's

be a 'permanent finishing of the wall,'. ...Since the mirrors

permanent finishing,

the

were immovable by destination."^^

Hence, through intent and physical alteration of the structure, the court found the mirrors
to be

annexed

to the property.

This finding

is

based on

civil

code definition Article 468.

68

**Ibid. p. 1180.

**There are two ways

in

which an immovable by destination may be created:

1)

'without any physical

attachment to the fundus, but merely by the dedication of the movable to the service of the fundus.
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2)

By

The

statutes serve as

models because definitions under the Louisiana Civil Code

explicit than the broad, general definitions of the California Civil

Definitions

Under California

In California, fixtures litigation typically centers

are

more

Code.

Litigation

on the determination of trade fixtures

for

the purposes of taxation, not on issues relating to the removal of fixtures that are

decorative or historic in nature.

In

Crocker National Bank

v.

the City

and County of San

Francisco^^, the Court reviewed a case that restated the standardized test for fixtures.

The case was brought
the City

to trial

by a bank seeking a refund of

real property taxes levied

by

and County of San Francisco on the bank's electronic data processing equipment.

Thus, the State Supreme Court reviewed the issues of classification of items as fixtures

and the taxation of such equipment as

real property, restating the Teaff fixtures test for

interpretation under California law.

"It

is

well settled that in determining whether an article constitutes a

fixture, three criteria

must be taken into consideration:

1)

the

manner

if its

realty; 2) its adaptability to the u.se and purpose for
which the realty is used; and 3) the intention with which the annexation is
made. ...In resolving whether an article placed on the premises constitutes a
fixture or personal property, the afore listed three elements do not play

annexation to the

equal parts.

As

"^"

for annexation, the Court noted that the

equipment

at

issue

attached to the building through permanent connections, as by
nails,

bolts or screws."^'

Rather, the equipment

"was not physically

means of cement,

plaster,

was attached through standardized

"quick-disconnect" plugs that were in.serted into the electrical power source.

means of a physical attachment
Code. An. 468.
Crocker National Bank
278(1989).

affixing the

''"'

v.

the City-

movable permanently

--a perpetuelle

and County of San Francisco. 49

™Ibid, p. 887.
''ibid. p. 890.
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demeure. Louisiana Civil

CaL.^d: 264 Cal. Rptr.

1

.^9,

782 P.2d

As

for adaptation, the

Court noted that the equipment was not specifically adapted for

placement within the building and. the building, was not specifically adapted or modified
Realizing that buildings are designed to accommodate a

for housing the equipment.

was

variety of electronic equipment, the opinion

The

rationalization

was

that office buildings

fixtures through connection

intention of the

owners

to

that this

does not suggest permanence.

do not turn telephones and photocopiers

and placement within the building. Most

make them

so.

Finally, the

likely,

it

is

into

not the

Court stated that "there are no other

objective manifestations of permanence that are sufficient to outweigh the manifestations

revealed by the evidence bearing that on annexation and adaptation— viz., that the

equipment did not constitute a permanent part of the building."

The

~

effect of severance is quite different in California than in Louisiana.

the character of the chandeliers

departure from the mansion.

from immovables

to

movables did not change with

In California, the opposite is

Robinson House

litigation

was Biickout

v.

effect of severance for fixtures in California.

a house off
rebuilt the

owner

its lot

and into the

for the recovery of the lien

An

In

Buckout, the great flood of 1862 washed

away. The owner then relocated and

The mortgagee brought

lot.

early case cited in

Swift J^ which established precedent for the

street a short distance

house on an adjacent, vacant

on the house subject

action against the

to the mortgage.

The Court

that:

"So far as legal effect is concerned, it matters not whether the severance
was by the act of God or the act of man. The severance, propio vigore,
changed the character of the property from real to personal, irrespective of
the means by which it was accomplished."'"*

^-Ibid.

''^Buckout

V.

Svvi^. (1865)

"City of Pasadena

v.

27 Cal. 433.

Col. John

Combe. No.

GC 0101

17;

48

their

true— character does change

with severance, which works to the detriment of historic interiors.
the

In Eqiiibank,

January 1995.

ruled

Through

further discussion, the court stated

from the land,
in character

annexed

was withdrawn from

was echoed

in Teater

v.

realty

may,

at

the house in question

the operation of the

was removed

mortgage Hen."^^ This change

Good Hope Development

to a freehold is tortiously severed, right of

owner of
replevin.

it

"when

"Where a

Corp.

immediate possession

his option, treat the fixture as personalty

is

fixture

created and

and recover

it

in

"^^

Definitions under the Historic-Cultural Ordinances

of Los Angeles and Pasadena

How
the

do the preservation ordinances

in

Los Angeles and Pasadena address fixtures?

Los Angeles ordinance does not make any provisions

should be preserved en
Cultural Heritage

A

situ.

Commission

designated interior

for

is

First,

to explicitly define articles that

subject to design review by the

any planned alterations.

The provisions

for design

review provide limited protection against the demolition or inappropriate alteration of
designated landmarks.

"No permit

any building, structure or
issued, and

no such

removed by

the

commission...."^*

ordinance.

adoption

City

contained in said [Historic-Cultural Register]

without

first

Fixtures removal

referring

is

the

matter to the

shall

be

[Cultural

Heritage]

not addressed or defined for purposes of the

The Los Angeles Ordinance remains

sub.stantially

Pasadena updated

its

unchanged since

its

Cultural Heritage Ordinance in 1987 after the Blacker

incident, extending the authority of the Cultural Heritage

v.

list

building or structure shall be demolished, substantially altered or

Board

to regulate the

"Ibid.
''^Teater

removal of

in 1962.

In contrast,

House

site,

site

for the demolition, substantial alteration or

Good Hope Development

^"'California Civil

Corp.. (1939) 93 P.2d

Code §1013.

Los Angeles Administrative Code, §22.132.
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1

12. 14

C.2d 196, (California).

removal of fixtures from designated

interiors

and making provisions

to define in explicit

language those articles that are important to the composition of interior design and should

be preserved en

situ.

"Significant interiors of structures

"^^
or in their relation to the structure as a whole.

Ordinance

is

that the definition

of fixtures

is

more

An

may

be designated individually

important feature of the Pasadena

explicit than the California Civil

and specifically addresses methods of attachment traditionally used by local

The

definitions

relate

directly

to

the

work of

the

Code,

architects.

Greene Brothers, and includes

descriptive references to the types of fixtures that the pair designed for their clients,
built-in furniture

and cabinetry, paneling and molding,

ordinance defines fixtures

"A

etc..

The amended Pasadena

as:

decorative or functional device permanently affixed to the

interior or exterior

of a structure and contributing to

landmark or treasure
limited

to,

criteria.

its

to,

or the

meet

ability to

"Permanently affixed" includes, but

integral to the design of the device.

is

leaded

glass

or

other

if

not

may

such material

Fixtures include but are not limited

lighting devices, murals, built-in furniture

molding,

site

attachment by screws, bolts, pegs, nails or glue, and

include such attachment methods as rope, glass or leather
is

i.e.

decorative

and cabinetry, paneling and

windows and decorative

hardware."*^"

In

developing a plan to prevent the removal of fixtures from significant

step

is

to prevent the fixtures

from being severed from the structure

interiors, the first

in the first place.

In

Pasadena, "any person wishing to demolish, relocate or alter a designated landmark, or to
demolish, relocate, alter or remove^^ exteriors or fixtures from any structure or portion
thereof designed by the firm Greene and Greene, including works of Charles Greene or

''^Pasadena Administrative Code, §2.75.170.
*°Ibid, at §2.75.120.

^'''Removal" means the displacement from the

site

of a cultural resource of any device, feature, fixture,

hardware, structural or decorative material contributing to the cultural, historic or architectural character of
the cultural resource.

Ibid, at §2.75.

1

20.

50

Henry Greene, must

first

obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness form the [Cultural

Heritage] commission.'"^'

The decorative
are

component

fixtures that are valued

by today's homeowner and architectural designer

parts of historic interiors.

The

inability to reproduce hand-crafted items in

an inexpensive manner has contributed to the demise of historic buildings.

When

significant interior fixtures are recognized to require protection, statutory definitions and

preservation legislation must be updated to reflect the expanded preservation values.

*-Ibid. at §2.75.200.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE CULTURAL HERITAGE ORDINANCES OF
LOS ANGELES AND PASADENA, AND A SURVEY
OF ADDITIONAL PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES
The preservation planner of today has many
resources that
various

make up

stages

the urban environment.

of urban

achievement and design.

These

tools are designed to recognize the

growth patterns and significant examples of architectural

However,

architectural merits within public

Most of

tools available to identify the historic

the

typical

view from the

the current tools emphasize the

planning survey only considers the

street

and not those of private spaces.

more permanent

architectural quality of the

building exterior rather than the ephemeral characteristics of interior design.

Building interiors, fixtures and their surface finishes are more often subject to change
than building exteriors.
building occupant

makes

When

one considers

to a structure,

it

all

the tenant

becomes apparent

interior is substantially higher than that for the exterior.

book.

How

improvements

that the rate of

that

each

change to the

As Stewart Brand

states in his

Buildings Learn, buildings are subject to three dynamic forces— technology,

money, and fashion.

"If

people have

money

to spare, they will

52

mess with

their building,

at

a

minimum

show

to solve the current set of frustrations with the place, at a

off their wealth,

on

the reasonable theory that

money

attracts

maximum

money."^^

to

For

example, consider the changes families make to the interiors of their homes over the years
with

new

and bathroom updates. Tenants

carpets, paint color schemes, light fixtures,

commercial buildings make frequent changes

too,

by continually creating

in

interiors that

present an up-to-date image to their customers.

What

available tools can substantiate that an interior has retained

its

historic fabric?

The

following sections discuss the local preservation ordinances of Los Angeles and Pasadena

and additional preservation tools available to

identify,

regulate and protect

historic

resources.

The Historic Preservation Ordinance
In

1962, Los Angeles

became

Cultural Heritage Ordinance.
Cultural

structures,

buildings

known

as

Los Angeles and Pasadena
County of Los Angeles

The Los Angeles municipal code created
is

and interiors^^ of

significance to the City of

buildings

the first city in the

Commission, which

Heritage

in

authorized to designate
historic,

architectural,

The ordinance created

Los Angeles.

encompassing over 2,000 properties

1994.

How

Los Angeles
landscapes,

sites,

cultural

or aesthetic

a registry of sites and

Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments (LAHCM).

approximately 650 designated landmarks and 23 historic

*'Stcwarl Brand.

the

Buildings Learn:

in the City

Wluii

to adopt a

districts

There are

or overlay zones

of Los Angeles.

Happens After They're

Built.

Cambridge;

MIT

Press,

p. 5.

*^As early as 1962, the City of Los Angeles has had the authority to regulate interiors. However, the power
to designate interiors

is

seldom practiced

in the city.
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Figure 21. Palm Court, Alexandria Hotel. (Source: City of
Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department, Historic Cultural

Monuments.)

Los Angeles has only one building

The Palm Court of

the

interior designated as a historic-cultural

1904 Alexandria Hotel

is

registered as

LAHCM

monument.
#80.

The

designation applies only to the dining room, not the other major public rooms of the hotel
in

which

it

is

located.

True

to

its

room

original decor, the

extending almost the length of the 196-foot dining room.
style hotel itself is not registered as a

must be accessible

monument.

to the public for inspection.

a semi-public space of a hotel.
interior designation

may

explain

However,

why

As

This

is

features a stained glass ceiling
Ironically, the Italian

part of the designation, the

not an issue, as the

has not occurred in either Los Angeles or Pasadena.
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room

Palm Court

the public access provision that

interior specific

Baroque

is

comes with

landmarking of private residences

Registration as a landmark does not prevent demolition of the structure or bar the removal

of fixtures.

Alterations to designated interiors require design review, but only for

structural changes, not for

may

removal of

historic fabric.

delay permits for demolition or inappropriate alterations for up to one year while

alternative proposals are being reviewed.

Historical Building

there

Code and

declaring a

minimum age

Pasadena's ordinance established

commission

its

for

landmark

status,

CEQA.

Currently,

although proposals for an

of 50-years have been discussed in recent years.

Cultural Heritage

Commission

in 1978, authorizing

to "protect

and promote the retention and use of landmarks and landmark

and

promote an awareness of Pasadena's unique heritage. "^^ The

districts in the city

commission

Designation also mandates the use of the State

requires environmental review under

no minimum age requirement

is

amendment

its

The Cultural Heritage Commission

is

to

authorized to conduct a continuing survey of the city and designate

properties as landmarks or structures of merit.

The Cultural-Heritage Landmarks

registry

recognizes four levels of significance: structures of merit, landmarks, landmark districts,

and historic treasures.

The most

stringent protections apply to the historic treasure

category, defined "as any cultural resource that has outstanding character or outstanding
historical, cultural, architectural, archeological,

community or

the heritage of the city, region, state, or nation."*'''
that

may

ability to

meet landmark

by addressing

Chapter

2,

§

may

is

a structure

contribute to

its

status.

further than

their protection in the

"City of Pasadena Cultural Heritage

1994.)

The Historic Treasure

include interior or exterior fixtures or other artifacts that

The Pasadena Ordinance goes
fixtures

aesthetic value as part of

2.75.010.

Los Angeles'

to safeguard historic interior

language of the

statute.

The City

felt

it

was

Commission. Pasadena Administrative Code (Ordinance 6610 §2R,

City of Pasadena Department of Urban Conservation. Pasadena.

Published September 1994.
"Ibid. §2.73.120.
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CA.

necessary to specifically address the designs of the Greene Brothers because of their
vulnerability to looting, as evidenced

by the Blacker House

to demolish, relocate or alter a designated

remove
or

its

exteriors or fixtures

A

person wishing

demolish, relocate, alter or

to

&

from any structure designed by the firm of Greene

individual partners, must

Commission.

landmark, or

Any

incident.

first

Greene

obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness from the

permit for alteration or demolition

may be

delayed for up to one year

while alternate proposals are considered. Additionally, the Pasadena ordinance allows the
City to acquire facade easements to protect historic exteriors.
interior

easements

is

made

in the legislation.

However, no reference

to

Approximately 350 monuments including

four landmark districts are recognized across the city.

Thirty-four Greene

structures are classified and protected as Historic Treasures, with an

all

&

Greene

inclusive design

review requirement for any proposed changes or alteration, including fixtures removal.

Los Angeles and Pasadena established
identify historic resources

their respective Cultural Heritage

and prepare

city

Commissions

registries of significant properties.

regulation of private property will only occur

if

the authorized

agency

is

to

The

willing to

enforce the municipal historic preservation ordinance.

Additional Preservation Tools
Direct Regulation

California Environmental Quality Act

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
levels

within

California

to

consider

the

requires governmental agencies at

impact

proposed

projects

environment, including objects of cultural and historical significance.

CEQA

is

to

have

The

on

all

the

intent of

inform government decision makers and the public about the potential

significant effects of proposed private

and public
56

activities,

and

to identify the

ways

that

significant effects can be avoided or reduced

by requiring alternatives or mitigation

Public agencies should reject proposed projects "if there are alternatives or

measures."**^

measures available which would substantially lessen the significant

feasible mitigation

environmental effects of such projects."

A

significant effect

defined as substantial or potentially substantial adverse change in

is

Environmental aspects considered under

the environment.

CEQA

are "the physical

conditions which exist within the area affected by the proposed project, including land,
air

pollution,

water quality,

objects of cultural

and

traffic,

historical

archeological resources, flora, fauna, noise, and

The threshold of

significance."^'^

significance

The

determined by the Lead Agency or other agency with expertise in that area.

is

final

decision of significance rests with the Lead Agency.

CEQA

requires public agencies to prepare an environmental impact report (EIR) for any

proposed private project subject to
that

may have

agency which

to identify

their approval,

and on

all

an adverse effect on the environment. "The EER

'mitigation measures,'

methods of minimizing the adverse

proposed project, as well as consider 'project alternatives'
unfavorable environmental

impacts."'^''

a "discretionary decision."

*' American

edition.

to

make a

Institute

**Joel T. Perlstein.

Law

in a

change

The removal of

fixtures

discretionary decision, and as such,

of Architects, Los Angeles Chapter.

Los Angeles: American

supposed

effects of the

might reduce or eliminate

in the

must be reviewed by a governmental agency

directly or indirectly,

government

that

is

For example, a request for a demolition permit,

an action which has the potential for resulting

make

public projects performed by

is

is

environment either

that has the ability to

not an action that requires

not subject to

CEQA review.

Historic Preservation Resources Manual, first

Institute of Architects Historic

Resources Committee, 1993,

p. 48.

"Substantive Enforcement of the California Environmental Quality Act." California

Review, ianuary 1981,

v.

69

n.l, p. 113.

«'lbid.

'Vcrlstcin. p. 115.
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CEQA

can be an effective tool for preserving historic structures by backing protections

placed on recognized'^' historic resources from demolition or alteration.
the

case

of

Vibiana's

St.

preservationists'

demand

Cathedral,

the

for the preparation

Superior
of an

Court

EIR

of

For instance,

California

in

upheld

issuance of a

prior to the

demolition permit by the City, despite the contentions of the City Council and the
Catholic Archdiocese that one was not required since the Council had stripped the
cathedral of

its

historic

landmark designation.

Municipal Historic Preservation Ordinance

One

of the key elements in protecting historic resources
preservation ordinance.

historic

preservation laws are

commission)

to identify properties

Most municipal

landmark or included

local level-not federal or state-that

the

authorizes a city bureau

(historic

alter,

some

"In

commissions

to

cases, local property designation

eligibility for significant tax benefits, including

government program has been

State tax benefits,

on

preservation

demolish, or remove property designated as a historic

may extend

federal tax benefits if the local

owned

of historic or cultural significance to the community.

in historic districts.'^^

under municipal ordinances

properties listed

at

historic preservation laws authorize historic preservation

review and deny requests to

government."'^"*

is

the enactment of a local

likely to regulate private actions affecting privately

The ordinance

property."'^"

historic

more

"It

is

certified

by the federal

including the Mills Act, are also available

local registers as well as those

on the

state

and national

lists.

for

The

"Recognized historic resources are those structures which have been determined by an authorized
government agency to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or to contribute to
the character of a National Register Historic District or local historic district. Individual buildings can be

hsied on the local registers of Pasadena and Los Angeles without the consent of the private property owner.
''Preservation
to Historic

'Mbid.

p.

Law

Reporter. "Untangling the Preservation

and Cultural Resource Protection."

vol. 15. no.

1006.

*'lbid. p. 1003.
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Web; Understanding

1,

January 1996,

p.

the Different

1006.

Approaches

Mills Act offers property tax relief in exchange for an agreement from the property owner

term of ten years

to maintain the historic resource for a

historic preservation ordinance

The municipal
commission or

may

a historic district review board.

authorize the creation of a landmark

"A

historic

review board governs a

specific historic district or districts within a city or county, while a

landmark commission

has the power to designate and regulate individual historic landmarks anywhere within
the jurisdiction."''^

inappropriate

The authorized municipal agency may delay permits

alterations

for

up

for demolition or

one year while alternative proposals are being

to

reviewed. In most instances, interiors are designated as landmarks on a limited basis.
the case of Pasadena, one

Greene Brothers

whole class of

by the

structures, those buildings designed

are designated as historic resources requiring review for alteration

removal of fixtures from the

interior

and

exterior.

The

In

and

interiors are not individually

designated, but are protected as a significant element of the architectural design under the

broad scope of the preservation ordinance.

From

the perspective of the private

deny him the freedom

to

develop or

punishment for owning an
the

problem which

that

he pleases

may

good of

the

may

community

to

be viewed as

"Preservation disputes of this kind mirror

arises in almost every other context in

to alter an interior

make up

alter his property as

historic property.

regulates private activities for the

owner

owner or developer, attempts by

the public. "^^

The

which government

directly

right of the private property

be one of the most sacred aspects of the "bundle of sticks"

private property rights.

Bradley OConncll, Thomas J. Owen and Mary Warner. Historic Preservation
Handbook. Stanford, CA: Stanford Environmental Law Society, April 1982, p. 48.

^^J.

''Ibid. p. 3.
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in California:

A Legal

The

central debate boils

down

to the question of

who

should bear the costs associated

with historic preservation when most of the benefits of preserving historic resources or

most of the harm of
will,

do so

failing to

will be felt

"Due

of course, be affected as well.)^^

by the community (although the owner

to the inevitable tension

between the private

property owner's desire to use his property without restriction and the application of local

landmark ordinances

to limit the uses

of private property, a number of constitutional

issues are frequently contested in the context of historic preservation."'*^

Government

already regulates private property through general zoning ordinances. Zoning
familiar device by

which

localities exercise police

power over

is

the

most

private land use, whether

for historic preservation or other objectives. Therefore, the introduction of a historic

preservation legislation

private lives of property

new

not a

proposal that will take private property owners by

however,

Interior designation,

surprise.

A

is

owners with

may

appear as government overreaching into

historic residences.

municipal preservation ordinance will only be effective

if

a municipal agency has the

authority to review alterations and fixtures removal before they occur.

must define

fixtures

in

detail

and provide descriptions

protected under the scope of the ordinance.

for

The ordinance

attached items that are

Without comprehensive statutory definitions

of fixtures or a mandate for their on-site retention, the municipal historic preservation

ordinance will not be effective in helping preservationists fight fixtures removal.

The

Pasadena Ordinance was updated

Los

after the

Blacker House incident.

Angeles Ordinance does not specifically define fixtures as
nor does

it

In contrast, the

articles that require protection,

address issues relating to their removal from designated city landmarks despite

;^lbid.

Manwaring, 'American Heritage
Designations,"

p.

at

Stake:

The Government's

302.
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Vital

Interest

in

Interior

Landmark

Hence,

the significance of local preservation battles concerning exactly this issue.
particular ordinance

Private

is

weak and

this

not an effective preservation tool for interiors.

Land Use Controls

Covenants

When

on

real property is transferred, restrictions

change of

title.

"These

its

use sometimes are included with the

restrictions, called 'covenants

spelled out in the deed, but

more commonly

that relate to the use of the property

may

running with the land,'

may be

Only covenants

are recorded separately."

For

run with the land and be enforceable.

example, the stipulation that a large family estate donated by a private individual to a
municipality or foundation on the condition that

and park,

'conditions, covenants and restrictions,'
Office."'""

time of

require

title

from the structure
deed

to

only be used as a public library

which

is

recorded

in

the

to a set of

County Recorders

These covenants can not be eliminated once they are recorded.

A covenant may
at the

may

"The grantee takes the property subject

one type of covenant.

is

it

all

original fixtures

and furnishings present

in a historic

building

transfer be kept in or stored on-site to prevent removal or detachment
at

a future time.

"A

carefully

worded covenant can be

inserted in the

an historic property, resulting in a legal obligation on the owner, and

subsequent owners, to maintain and preserve the structure."'"'
Charleston, S.C. and San Francisco,

CA

The Deeds Book:

How

to Transfer Title to California

Press. 1987. p. 6:22.

""Ibid. p. 6:23.

""O'Connell,

cities

such as

"local historic preservation foundations

use revolving funds have found covenants to be invaluable."

''Randolph. Mary.

In

p. 27.

'"-Ibid.
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"

all

which

These groups use

Real Estate.

Berkeley: Nolo

covenants that include timetables for repair work in addition to retaining the right of

new owner

refusal should the

To

offer the property for

attach a preservation covenant

first

sale.'"''

on a property deed, the fee simple must be acquired by

a preservation group or other allied interest, or the current property

sympathetic to preservation objectives.

owner must be

Therefore, preservation covenants can have the

involvement of local government or the

effect of property control without the direct

acquisition of the fee simple absolute.

Presenation Easements
Preservation easements create an incentive for the protection of historic buildings and
sites

by allowing the owner

to

donate aspects of a historic property to a non-profit

organization for a local property tax reduction.

"Owners of

historic properties

donation of preservation easements to qualified preservation organizations
eligible for a charitable contribution deduction

Easements are

Code."'""'

To

property.

legal

documents

for monitoring

under Section 170 of the Internal Revenue

that regulate the

use and change of real

The

recipient of the easement

is

responsible

and enforcing the terms of the easement and must grant approval for any

alterations that

is

also be

qualify as a valid reduction, the easement must constitute a restriction

granted in perpetuity on the property's use.

easement

may

who

may

be proposed.

The value of

the contribution of a preservation

the fair market value of the easement at the time of donation.

value of the property must be reduced proportionately, which

may

The assessed

be reduce property

taxes.

'°'Na data

is

available to measure the

number of interior

historic preservation.

"^Preservation

Law

Reporter,

p.

1009.
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specific easements that local foundations use for

some

Preservation easements require
structure

is

visual public access to the donated property.

hidden from view or the easement governs

for regular opportunities for the public to

subject of the easement.

requirement. '°^

interior,

a provision must be

view the features or characteristics

be used

also

in

a

made

that are the

Access during an annual community home tour can

The preservation easement can

If

satisfy this

conjunction with

revolving funds to purchase, restore, and resell threatened properties with the easement
attached to the deed.

"Preservationists

because the

must be careful not

may be

gift

to acquire

legally revoked

types of easements can be transferred
grant to have a binding effect

compensation

in

easement or as

upon

by the

away or

donor."'"*"

sold to a

This

protecting historic resources in perpetuity provided

and conditions

that

title.

may

It

new

holder.

it

certain

For an easement

must receive some form of

sum can be

the actual cost of the

The preservation easement may be

as a token amount.

easement run with the

Under California law,

the property owner, he

exchange for the easement.

little

any easements through simple donation

effective in

can not be sold, and the terms of the

important to consult legal counsel to discuss the terms

is

be associated with the donation or purchase of a preservation

easement.

""The public access requirement

in

California does not mandate that properties be open for public

inspection continuously throughout the year.

In

working with Historic Preservation Partners

Response, a public-private partnership of federal,
after the

1994 Northridgc Earthquake

properties, the California
satisfy the public access

properties.

owners
open

to

This

is

for

Earthquake

and private historic preservation foundations formed

to administer federal

and

state grants to repair eligible historic

community home tours would
moneys to repair their damaged

indicated to the author that participation in

requirement for owners

who accepted

the public

also an acceptable instance of public access for easements as well.

mandated publish in a public forum, such as a newspaper, the dates
the public for viewing on an annual basis.

are

'""O'Connell,
"""It

is

SHPO

state

However, property

that their properties will

be

p. 25.

important to note that under the old

common

law certain types of ea.semenls could not be sold or

in

new holder. This, however, has been changed by statute in most states including
California. Easements can now be freely sold or conveyed. See Cal. Civil Code §§801, 1044 (West 1954);
Leggio V, Haggerty, 231 Cal. App. 2d 873, 42 Cal. Rptr. 400 (1962)." Ibid.
any way transferred

to a
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While

easement

the preservation

attitudes,

does offer

it

geography

is

flexibility

not able to adapt to changing preservation goals or
in

the

fact

application to historic resources.

in

easements are not restrained by

that

The Los Angeles Conservancy and

Pasadena Heritage accept preservation easements

for

their

respective

communities.

Additionally, the California Preservation Foundation, with a state-wide emphasis on
historic preservation, accepts preservation

easements as well.

Revolving Funds

The most

direct

way

for to assure the preservation of

any threatened historic property

purchase the fee simple outright from the private property owner.

concerned preservation parties have or have access
acquisition.

"While

this

to

funds

is

to

This requires that
to

finance

property

approach to preservation has merit, the purchase and restoration

of historic properties on an ad hoc basis often proves to be a prohibitively costly solution

and

is

justifiable only in situations

exists."'"^ Usually,

it

threatened landmarks.
the

is

where funding

available and

is

the not-for-profit group that

is

are not flush with cash, but are operating

on a

alternative

looked to for the purchase of

However, when we speak of private

Los Angeles Conservancy or Pasadena Heritage, we

no other

not-for-profit groups such as

are speaking of organizations that

tight budget.

Very seldom do such groups

have the substantial funds available to respond to preservation crises whenever and

wherever they

When

arise.

the concerned preservation

private negotiation with the

is

owner or bidding

against other developers

it

may

involve a

who wish

to tear

or to remove valuable fixtures.

In either case, substantial financial

required from groups with limited funds.

Historic resources will have to be

the structure

power

down

group pursues fee simple acquisition,

^"^Presenation Lciw Reporter,

p.

1001.
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evaluated and prioritized according to their significance and degree of endangerment.

Some

resources will be saved and while others will slip through the cracks.

revolving funds will only have a limited, but
resources.

Once

a property

is

still

Therefore,

valuable effect in preserving historic

acquired, the purchasing group can then resell the property

with restrictive covenants and easements requiring the preservation of significant interior
spaces in perpetuity.
activity that

activity

the

Because acquisition of property under revolving funds

does not involve public moneys, city officials and local resident
unless there

is

some controversy associated with

the

a private

is

may

ignore
or

rehabilitation

proposed new use for the structure.

Planning Tools
Cultural Resource Surveys
"Cultural Resource Surveys identify buildings, sites, structures and districts deserving
recognition,

provide

a

basis

for

preservation goal and objectives."'"'^
Hills,

possible

official

While other

designation

cities in the

and

help

establish

county such as Beverly

Santa Monica and Pasadena have conducted wide-scale cultural resource surveys,

the City of

Los Angeles has not been surveyed comprehensively.

Each of

Los

the

Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency project areas has been surveyed for cultural
resources.

Other parts of Los Angeles, as well as Pasadena, have been surveyed as a

result of large public

the

works

Los-Angles-Pasadena

projects.

trolley line

For example, the surrounding areas of the route of

have been surveyed,

in addition to areas affected

by

the completion of Interstate 7 10 in both cities.

The

basis of the cultural resource survey

is to

visually identify buildings of potential

significance from the property line as viewed from the street.

""American

Inslitute of Architect.s,

It is

normally the

first

Los Angeles Chapter. Historic Preservation Resources Manual,
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level

p.

96.

of

building

into

investigation

significant resources

is

subject to the availability of funding

consideration of interiors

is

given

and researching

interiors

may be

by

local

level of investigation,

who were known

designed by prominent architects
the interior and exterior

this

at

research

Additional

identification.

to

is

No

government.

although buildings

have created complete designs of

flagged for further investigation.

However, identifying

would be an enormous undertaking requiring

bureau staff and funding. This makes surveys of interiors impracticable

Hence, the survey

identified

into

large

if

numbers of

not impossible.

not able to verify that significant interiors exist in an uncompromised

state if they exist at all.

Historic Context Statements
Historic Context Statements are written in conjunction with the

subsequent revisions.

"An

historic context statement is a history of the

an area organized by themes

such

as

development, transportation and water
characteristics relevant to the themes.
facilitates the

National

community plan and

economic,

the

rights.

""°

It

residential,

State

Office

and institutional

and

their

the historic context statement

assessment of the relative significance of properties.

Park Service and the

development of

identifies property types

The preparation of

its

of Historic

"Accordingly, the

Preservation

have placed

increasing importance on the development of historic context statements in recent years
to

improve

their ability to

make more informed

decisions about the designation and

management of cultural resources.""

This type of preservation tool

is

very broad and general, primarily dealing with the

exterior concerns of buildings and urban growth patterns.
historical detail

and depth

to

make

It

does not go into enough

building interior preservation a viable objective

"°lhid.
'"Ib.d.
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at this

level of investigation.

planning

at the

macro

It

was designed

to

preservation planning and general

assist

level.

Municipal Specific Plans

A

Specific

Plan implements the General Plan of a municipality and can provide

regulatory controls and incentives for historic areas.

The

specific plan

ordinance that can replace the existing zoning for a certain area.

may

is

a

new zoning

"Historic preservation

be identified as one of the purposes of a specific plan, although other planning and

zoning matters

may be

residential zones.)"""

addressed as well (for example, allowing commercial uses in

When

a community's specific plan

is

prepared, "a floating historic

preservation zone can be created even though no buildings have yet been designated for
their historical significance."

When

the planning

survey that certain property satisfies the zone
eligibility.

The survey may be used by

criteria,

commission determines through
a record

is

made of

the potential

the authorized regulatory agency to prepare a

landmark designation for the eligible property.

Only

the authorized Cultural Heritage

Commissions may designate and

of potential architectural or historic significance.

A

specific plan

register buildings

may

contain design

guidelines that require architectural review, similar to the designation of a historic
district,

but without the "official" designation.

for interiors are given at this level.

macro

Again,

No

this type

consideration or specific protections

of preservation tools functions

at

the

level.

Overall, planning tools are not effective for preserving interior spaces.
tools are designed to recognize important historic resources based
"-Ibid. p. 98.

"-OConnell, p.47.
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on

Most planning
their external

appearance.
sidewalk.

Identification

Agencies

is

made from

that carry out

the perspective of the public domain--the

planning surveys do not have authority to designate

significant properties or regulate historic resources.

By

recording the continued existence

of historic properties, buildings with significant exteriors can be identified and

may

be

brought to the attention of the regulating preservation authority.

Planning surveys can be used to update city catalogues of existing works by famous
architects
different

However,

and designers.

this is not a likely to

and sometimes competing

information.

In

city

happen since

it

requires that

agencies coordinate their efforts and share

Los Angeles and Pasadena, the bureaus

that regulate historic resources

are within the respective Departments of Parks and Recreation for each city.

Cultural

resource surveys are prepared by the Department of Building and Safety.

Plans to

establish historic district guidelines are created by the

Thus, historic preservation

is

Department of City Planning.

spread across the whole city bureaucratic structure making

coordination, efficiency and continuity of identification difficult and complex.
tools can be important in potentially identifying resources.

However, through

These
their

design, they can not identify or regulate the interiors of buildings.

Interior identification

must be done

at the

micro

level,

through identification and visual

inspection of specific buildings to address issues of interior preservation.

This can only

be done by those individuals that have direct access to private property, which

something the government
significant interiors
issues.

is

is

is

not able to do without out a warrant. Therefore, identifying

limited by funding, staffing and legal concerns, as well as technical

Furthermore, standardized criteria must be developed by local government to

evaluate interiors against

depend upon the

minimum

standards of historical significance.

local building history for

each community
68

Definitions will

in establishing standards

of

historical significance. This

may

may

or

not include the existence of fixtures and historic

decorative surface finishes.

Financial Incentives: Mills Act (Property Tax Abatement)

The

California State Legislature established the Mills Act in 1976 to offer an alternative

method

for determining assessed value

provides for a reduction

in

on certain qualified

historic properties.

property taxes on a historic property

when

the

"This law

owners of

designated properties enter into a preservation contract with local government to restore
the property
its

if

necessary, maintain

historic characteristics.""'*

To

its

character,

and use

it

manner compatible with

in a

qualify for the Mills Act, a property must be listed on

the National Register of Historic Places, be located in a National Register Historic
District, or

be

listed

on a

state,

county, or official city register.

Before the Mills Act can

be used by private property owners, a Mills Act ordinance must

first

be adopted by the

municipality or county (for unincorporated areas) in which the owner resides. The owner

of an eligible property applies to the local government to enter into a historic property
contract.

Both Pasadena and Los Angeles

utilize the Mills

through tax abatement for historic preservation

The minimum length of a Mills Act
owner

is

mandated

contract

is

in their

Act

to provide an incentive

communities.

ten years.

During

this time, the property

obligated to prevent the deterioration of the property and
restoration

or rehabilitation

Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.

provisions according to the Secretary of the
Restrictions

demolition or any alteration work proposed.

may

include city approval prior to

In addition, periodic

property to ensure compliance with the terms of the contract
contracts are binding on

all

comply with any

may be

examination of the
required.

succes.sors in interest to the original owner.

'"Ibid. p. 102.
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In the

Mills Act

event of a

breach of contract, the local government has the option of either bringing legal action
against the

may

owner

for

compliance violations or canceling the contract. The municipality

assess a penalty of 12.5 percent of current market value at the time of cancellation.

While the Mills Act does not

specifically address the preservation of building interiors as

a specific objective of the program, there
interiors.

The preservation of

additional tax incentive

is

the potential to extend this law to preserve

significant interiors

was included with

and fixtures might be achieved

if

an

the property tax reduction already offered

based upon the retention and restoration of original significant interior spaces and
fixtures.

This increase

in

property tax reduction could be one financial incentive that

would be competitive with piece meal
buildings are
rails

stripping of interiors

more valuable when broken down

by owners.

Often, historic

into fixtures, moldings, doors

and

stair

than as whole structures.

Property tax abatement

undergoing

rapid

is

inflation.

attractive

to

Property

owners
tax

in

neighborhoods where property

assessments

development potential allowed under existing zoning.

are

Many

based

on

the

historic buildings

conform with current zoning ordinances, since they were constructed under
potentially outdated regulations.

The Mills Act has

is

highest

do not

earlier

and

the potential to shield property

owners, especially residential property owners, from severe property tax increases due to
rapid inflation.

During prolonged periods of declining

real estate values, the frozen value

tax abatement can have the reverse effect, leaving the property
rate for the

in the

of the property

owner with a higher

tax

remaining term of the Mills Act contract. The non-restricted tax assessments

immediate area may go actually go down
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if

the declining real estate market extends

In the event of a breach of contract

long enough.

by the property owner, including the

duty to prevent deterioration, the local government has the option of either bringing legal
action against the
the contract

for compliance violations or canceling the contract.

owner

canceled, the

is

market value

owner

at the

is

event

In the

assessed a penalty of 12.5 percent of the property's

Hence, the private property owner should

time of cancellation.

consider the long term situation of his property before entering into a Mills Act contract.

The Mills Act
agency

in the

since

is

it

legislation specifies the local "legislative

formation of historic preservation contracts.

the local legislative

monitoring

the

body

that assesses

protected

properties

owner

Additionally, the property

is

under

to the north.

In

contract

may

tax

incentives

preservation in California.""*'

In

at the price

have

is

made

Therefore,

taxes.

easier

well.

as

not

"Thus, the

state capital,

in agreeing to

'legislative

body'

of political workability.""^

been

major engine

a

of historic

1978, two years after the Mills Act was passed.

13"^ became California law.

Proposition

a logical arrangement

each situation, city officials must go on record

guarantee accountability

"property

Historically,

is

Sacramento, the

to travel to

give a "tax break" to a particular property owner.

requirement

This

and collects property

the

government

as the acting

able to meet face to face with local officials in

Pasadena or Los Angeles, rather than having
401 miles

body"

"Proposition

13 reduces taxes

for

many

property owners in the state; for this reason, the reduction in assessment which a
restrictive contract

As

1978."

would bring

such,

Mills

is

not worth as

much

to a taxpayer as

it

was before

Act contracts are merely incenfives and not effective

"-O'Conncll. p.77.
""Ibid, p. 78.
Propo.sition 13, a state constitutional

amendment, imposes upon

property value.

'"OConncll,

p.

78
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all local

property taxes a ceiling of

1%

of

preservation

tools

wholly onto themselves. Furthermore, "the Act's standards and

procedures are sufficiently complicated that both local officials and private owners

be wary of becoming entangled

in them."'

'^

may

Another requirement of the contract includes

Together with the potential penalties for cancellation and

a public access requirement.

the ten-year contract term, the requirements of the Mills Act "are probably too
potential contract party to swallow." '"° This

may

account for

why

the

much

program

is

for a

seldom

used.'-'

Community Education and Involvement
Usually,

it

is

members of

historic resources.
is left

The

the

community who

rally for the preservation

task of identifying private historic resources deserving protection

largely to private citizens

and community groups. During the 1970's, preservation

issues reached such a heated point that citizens groups in

mobilized to save the cherished landmarks
results of

two

of threatened

in their

Los Angeles and Pasadena

communities from destruction.

The

pivotal preservation battles gave birth to well organized and active grass

roots organizations that watch over the historic resources of their respective communities.

The Los Angeles Conservancy formed
Angeles Central Library

in

1978.'""

in

response to the proposed demolition of the Los

The Conservancy has grown

to offer

programs

focusing on awareness, assistance and action, and educating the public that preservation
is

a viable tool for revitalization.

As

the lead preservation organization for

Los Angeles,

the Conservancy ensures that concerns for historic-cultural resources are included in

redevelopment plans for the

city.

Two of its

most successful programs include a program

'"Ibid. p. 77.
';«ibid.
"

Although research has determined

that

some experts beheve

that the Mills

Act

is

used on a minimal basis,

exact figures for participation were not available as of this writing to corroborate this point.

"Los Angeles Conservancy. "Conservancy Celebrates
News.

V.

16. n.5.

September/October 1994.
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O""
I

Anniversary." Los Angeles Conservancy

of twelve downtown walking tours, and the highly acclaimed Last Remaining Seats film
series,

which

features vintage films

National Register District.

in

the

movie palaces of

the

Broadway Theater

123

Figure 22.

Rallies

can be an effective way to

alert

residents to preservation issues in their communities.

local

(Source:

The Los Angeles Conservancy.)

When
the

the Bullock's Wilshire

was stripped of

Conservancy galvanized support

aftermath of the battle to save

St.

for the

its

interior fixtures

by R. H. Macy

immediate return of the

Vibiana's, the Conservancy

Co.,

In the

continuing to investigate

is

alternative proposals for adaptive uses to save the old church.

fixtures.

&

Community involvement

can make up for the differences of a weak ordinance by advocating and pursuing historic
preservation

when

the city is not able to respond quickly, effectively, or politically.

Pasadena Heritage was founded
a proposal to demolish

main

street of

in

1976 by a group of concerned residents

in

response to

two blocks of tum-of-the-century commercial buildings along

downtown Pasadena

for an indoor shopping mall.

i:.i

Ibid.
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the

The mall was going

to

disrupt the

minor axis of the Civic Center's biaxial plan by blocking the view of the Civic

Auditorium from the main entrance of the Central Library. The major axis of the Beaux
Arts plan, which runs east-west, terminates

at the

triumphal arch entrance of the

domed

City Hall. The minor axis, running north-south, sweeps past the City Hall to terminate on
center with the facades of the Civic Auditorium and the Central Library.
is

one of the few "City Beautiful" urban design schemes

California.

The 1923 general plan was prepared by

Frost and Thomas.

the

to

become

fully realized in

Chicago firm of Bennett, Parsons,

The main public buildings were designed by

California architects of the time:

The Civic Center

the

most prominent

Myron Hunt, Edwin Bergstrom, and

the

firm of

Bakewell and Brown.'"'*

The

residents were not successful in their efforts to stop the demolition of the historic city

blocks.

Plaza Pasadena, as the shopping mall

design plan.

The

loss of

the fact that citizen input

two

came

was needed

preservation to public awareness.

pilfered

Greene

in

be called, disrupts the Beaux Arts

historic city blocks in the
to prevent

One of

the

town center

Other battles have brought historic

most infamous was the looting of the

which Pasadena Heritage mobilized a campaign for the return of

&

Greene

fixtures.

The second was

citizens group

enhancements.

was

'-•*

.successful in raising funds for

its

home

it

was

to educate residents

modernization, taught by traditional artisans.

Gebhard.
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built in 1912.

restoration and structural

Today, Pasadena Heritage holds special workshops

about design options for

the

the proposed demolition of the

Colorado Street Bridge over the Arroyo Seco, a Pasadena icon since

The

alerted residents to

commercial development from impacting

the distinctive Mediterranean character of the city.

Blacker House,

to

Every

battle

does not meet with success, but the victories have been significant in

educating the pubHc about local issues and the need for preservation. Both the Los

Angeles

Conservancy

and

Pasadena

Heritage

and

develop

information

distribute

regarding design controls, monitor the condition of important landmarks within the

and conduct special home tours

city,

and architectural heritage of

to highlight the historic

Southern California.

Public visibility and recognition are critical for these groups

if

they are to act as effective

players in the preservation arena. Their effectiveness can be measured in terms of public

education for historic preservation.

They must be

active in local politics and present

themselves to policy makers as reflecting the values of residents (and registered voters)
the

community.

When

the

news media,

politicians. City Hall or other civic

or are unaware of threatened historic resources,

in

groups ignore

community preservation groups serve

the

and necessary task of educating the public and local government about the

vital

threatened resources in the community.

In the
action.

moment of crisis

Pasadena Heritage alerted the

concerned citizen called
the

they must be regarded as the

in a tip.

first

group

to

city to the looting of the

The Los Angeles Conservancy

looting of the Bullock's Wilshire.

When community

destruction of a historic resource, they run the risk of being

be called upon to take
Blacker House after a

initiated the

uproar over

organizations oppose the

demonized by opponents who

may

be

publicly branded as a group of "obstructionists," "hysterical historians" and "elitists."

If

have more power, influence and media credibility than they do. The organization

the

community groups

lose their credibility with policy makers, they will cease to be

heard as a voice reflecting community values.

The

ability of

community groups

educate and convince the public of the need for preservation could become impaired.
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Figure 23.
Best of

all,

Home

lours are a popular

they are enjoyed by

method of teaching residents about their local architectural heritage.
in and outside the community. (Source: Pasadena Heritage.)

many people
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Los

Commissions
Commissions

Pasadena

and

Angeles

for

their

adopted

respective

legislation

communities.

establish

to

The

Cultural

legislation

Heritage

authorized

the

to identify historic resources, prepare city registries of significant properties

and regulate property deemed significant to the heritage of the community.

These

agencies are responsible for reviewing requests for permits to alter or demolish historic
buildings.

It is

at the local level that

actions affecting privately

As demonstrated by

the

owned

more

likely to regulate private

historic property.

case study examples, the ordinances of Los Angeles and

Pasadena have had a minimal effect
being dismantled.

preservation laws are

First, in the

in

preventing the interiors of historic buildings from

case of the Bullock's Wilshire, the absence of an interior

landmark designation and language authorizing design review for the removal of fixtures
provided the City of Los Angeles with no standing to mandate the return of the antique
fixtures

and furnishings. Second,

fixtures

and

their

in the

case of the Cathedral of

removal was ancillary

preservation of the church structure

it.self

to the

much more

St.

Vibiana, the issue of

critical issue

concerning the

Third, concerning the fixtures of the Robinson
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House, the ordinance could not retroactively be applied

Finally, with regard to

years earlier before enactment of the statute.
the City of

Pasadena compromised on regulating the

placate the property rights fears of residents.
is

from these houses

still

forty

Bungalow Heaven,

earlier in chapter two, the district

builders.

are in

some

interiors of designated residences to

As noted

made up mainly by designs of anonymous

quality, the fixtures

to fixtures severed

While not objects of museum

danger of pilfering by architectural

salvage and antique dealers.

The Los Angeles ordinance does
preserved in
Heritage

situ.

A

Commission

not

make any

designated interior
for

any planned

is

provisions to define articles that should be
subject to design review by the Cultural

alterations.

The provisions

for design review

Fixtures

provide limited protection against the demolition or inappropriate alteration.

removal

is

not addressed or defined for purposes of the ordinance.

Ordinance remains substantially unchanged since

In contrast,

House

Pasadena updated

its

its

The Los Angeles

adoption in 1962.

Cultural Heritage Ordinance in 1987 after the Blacker

incident, extending the authority of the Cultural Heritage

removal of fixtures from designated

interiors

Board

to regulate the

and making provisions to define

in explicit

language those articles that are important to the composition of interior design and should
be preserved

in

An

situ.

definition of fixtures

is

important feature of the Pasadena Ordinance

more

explicit than the California Civil

that the pair

molding,

work of

the

designed for their

etc..

Greene Brothers, and includes

clients,

i.e.,

built-in furniture

that

the

Code, and specifically

The

definitions

to the types

of fixtures

addresses methods of attachment traditionally used by local architects.
relate directly to the

is

and cabinetry, paneling and

Therefore, the municipal ordinances cannot be relied on exclusively to
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protect interiors

compensate

Not

all

from

looting.

Additional tools will need to be employed to

in

order to

for their weaknesses.

Tools developed around the identification and

preservation tools are equal.

regulation of exteriors

may

not be capable of providing the required level of protection to

keep

New

preservation tools to protect historic interiors will evolve as

interiors intact.

fixtures

removal becomes an issue

in

more

cities across the state

and country. Selecting

the appropriate preservation tool requires determination of the greatest potential threat

and matching

it

with the appropriate solution.

Those individuals developing

prevent the removal of fixtures from significant interiors
the fixtures

works

in

from being severed from the structure

every situation, and

in

many

cases

it

may

find

it

in the first place.

may be

a plan to

necessary to prevent

"No

single approach

necessary to draw from, and rely

on, a blend of private regulatory solutions to accomplish preservation goals."

""

Suitable Techniques to Protect Interiors
Preservation easements and covenants that mandate retention of historic fixtures are

arguably more effective in responding to the issue of fixtures removal.

These tools can

prevent historic fixtures from becoming severed from the freehold, or from being

removed from

What makes

the property,

and can require

these tools special

personal property by the

is

their storage on-site in the event of severance.

that they

can prevent fixtures from being treated as

owner through severance from

easements and covenants are specific to a

site,

the structure.

Additionally,

and can address the requirements of

fixtures retention for each site better than a municipal ordinance that

must balance the

concerns of the owner's property rights with the welfare concerns of the community.
Furthermore, a well crafted and explicit statutory definition of fixtures and of property

''Preservation

Law

Reporter,

p.

1001.
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owner

actions that require municipal review will give preservationists legal standing to

challenge property owners or the City

if either

decides not to follow through with

preservation mandates; multiple protections extended to fixtures and significant interiors
will assure that

any loopholes present

in

one particular program

by another.

will be closed

This thesis

is

not intended to provide an absolute solution to preventing fixtures removal.

Instead,

is

meant

it

to

survey existing preservation law in Los Angeles and Pasadena,

along with existing preservation tools
the issues of fixtures removal
that statutory definitions

from

at the

municipal level that

if

identifying historic fixtures as real property.

or

may

not address

The examination has demonstrated

historic resources.

can be useful tools

may

they are written with specific terms

This

is

critical,

because the statutory

definitions of the municipal preservation ordinance define the scope in

government and preservationists must work within

which

to protect important resources,

provides legal standing with which they can mandate fixtures retention
property.

local

and

private

in

Furthermore, issues surrounding the retention of decorative surface finishes

were not addressed

in order to

keep the focus of

this thesis

on the issues of

interior

preservation as they relate to the removal of fixtures from historic resources.

Preservation of the nation's architectural heritage as embodied in exteriors was validated
as a legitimate public purpose

by the Perm Central decision. Yet no such doctrine assures

the preservation of significant interiors for future generations or stops fixtures removal.

As discussed

in this thesis, the

municipal preservation ordinance, specifically those of

Los Angeles and Pasadena, cannot be
Angeles ordinance

will require

may

require

upon

new language

ordinance, although not applicable in
It

relied

to preserve interiors

to regulate fixtures

important

its first

by

itself

The Los

removal. The Pasadena

test, is still

actively administered.

another challenge to affirm the authority of the Cultural Heritage
80

Commission
will

to regulate interiors

and bar fixtures removal. The preservation community

watch the development of issues relating

to the regulation of building interiors as

they unfold in California and cities around the country, waiting for a case as significant as

Penn Central

to give direction

and guidance for the stewardship of building
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interiors.

APPENDIX
Los Angeles Municipal
Historic Preservation Ordinance
SECTIONS 07 THE LOS ANOELSS XDMINISTRATIVB CODE
PERTAINIKO TO THE COLTORAL HERITAGE COMMISSIOH
g»c. 23. 120.

Cftlon

<>f

t>i«

KXCKWIOWl

CenwLiiat&n

It the Coaeission. flnda that the prc/;;.>,<id
site, building or structure does not Ree^
requirements
for
designation as a
the
cultural or historic aori<js>ent, then the
tenporary pro^ilbition on the issuance of a

Ther« ia hocoby cruitod m C-uitural H«rinag*
to
C«Hii>»loa <h»r«La«fl«r 'CcanlfLcm'i
pvrfom th<7«« fun'^tlon* relating to Matoric
pr«»arvati.'&n ef ateucturaa »ni 9it»a uhlch
•toody th« hsrLt-aga, history and cultur* of
th« City.
atgi

».;2;i

rrfwnntiTtftn gt tiw

peralt to demolish, subatantiaily alter or
reeove said site, building or structure
when
site,
except
a
t*rB*ir>ate,
shall
building or etrucbure was proposed by the
Council on its own initiative for inclusion
in the list.

g-Mamtup

7b»' Ccamltaioti aball b« coapotod <>( tivm
p«raon* wlvo arc qualified •l*cEor« of th«
Tach Coaaii»aior.«iCLty of l/oo Xivjalo*.
ahall bo .apjwintod, ar.it ruy b« r«>K>v»<), by
th* Mayor, lub^ect In both app<>inta*nt and
r««oval to th* approval of the City Co<jncil
by aui]orl.«y vot* oi th« entir* isenoerahip of
Th* •aabera of th.* cctralsolcn
tha Couftcll.
hall b« jwfcons with apoclal ox(>*rtl*« ifi
tl>«
hiatoric, cultural »n<t architectural
tradition! of the covnunity.

see. ?2-)26,
t.tH gf Hftfluatfltl
and ProceAires for tiodlf icatlon of Lilt

the coeaisaion shall eoapile and •aintain a
current list of all such sites, buildings or
structures which h^vo bvon c!etomined to be
historical or cultural BORur.*nts. i'..ch list
•hall contain a brief description of the
site, building or structure, and the reasons
for its inolusLon in the list.
Prior to any noditlrat ion of this list, the
opinior.s
Snd
C^«al«slon
shall
solici';
fo^
Any
sites
tnforraation
rogardir^v
inclusion or deletion froA such list fro*
the office of the Council district in which
the site is located and Iron any depertaent
or l>ui-ii«.. ai tho City vhsse operatlosie suiy
be affected by the desi^nAtien of Such site
on the list. No otodlf ication to the list of
historical or cultural sior.'jnents shall be
effective unless and until such Modification
has been adopted by the City Council by a

T^* ce<Mti«*ion aKall inspect ar.d i.-,v««tii}at«
any alte. building or structure in tKe City
of Los Ar.tja^ua whicn it has re.iBon to
believe is or will in the near future be a
historical or cultural Bonunent.
^x-

7J.12S.1.
Tewoorafv *t*v of
Pendtno Desurnat ion

H»i-T»i'

If th* City Council proposes on its own
.i
cite,
inlt;.it^'/o
that
buildir^i
or
in
th.e
Ust of
included
•tru«tur* b*
historical or cul*ural !»otMiKerts. or th'S
CooMisslon determines that a propossd site,
nerita
tsillding
structure
further
or
consideration for inclusion In the list,
no
pomit
the
deoolition.
then
for
substantial alteration or reaoval of that
bMildlng, structure or site shall be issued
pending final determination by the City
Bite,
thjit
such
building
Couivctl
or
structure shall or shall not be included in
7^ie owner of the site, buildirMi
the list.
or ctructuro shall r<otkty th* Cc<misaion, in
writing, whenever application is aede for a
perait to dvnoliah, substantially alter, or
recove any such site, ouildiivg or structure.
The Cit/ Council shall act on the proposed
inclusion to the list within 60 days of such
notification.
The Council, by resolution,
•ay extend the period for good cause for ah
In acting on the
additional 11 days.
to
proposed
inclusion
the
list,
the
shall
the City Council
Coeaisslon ar>d
proceed in accordance with Sections 22.12&,
22.1)0 and 22.1)1.

cijonty vote.
The City Coruncil eay. on its own initiative,
propose sites for inclusion or deletion froa
such list.
lt>o Coenission after revi*>.>ing
arrd investigating any such Council initiated
aMinilmnt to the list, T^ after soliciting
opinions and information regarding such
potential site, shall approve or disapprove
th* proposed inclusion or deletion ai*d
subnit a report upon such action to the City
In the event the Ct»r»isaion does
Council.
not approve such Council proposed change to
the list, the City Council eay r<onetheless
adopt euch change by a vote of two-thirds of
the entire Council.
»MblicatiDn of List of Hn«v»ient*
The Cownission shall publish and trananlt to
all Interested parties, the list referred to
in Sectioci 22.126, and shall diaseainate any
public inforeatio*! concerning the list or
any site, b-jilding or structure contained
Council
with
City
consistent
therein,
p«lleiet and procedures.
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SECTIONS OF THi: lOS hXCCLES JOJMINISTRATIVE CODE
PCRTAIKIXS to THE CVLTCUtXi HERITAGE COKMIS3ION

att.

22,llU

ate. 22.

frrftrfMViin of Hcnuwntf

»1.

a-.a titucT-ient

»t«ps
all
>h.all
take
CoTRiatisn
t>*c»»»x:y to prviarv* iiith vcriunAnt* n:t in
ccnClcc with Che ^ui^li: hvAlth, a«;*Ly *nd
9«r,«rAl w«l;«r*. po->*c* *r<l dutla* o( ih*
Ci^y oi Lo* t^.^ol**, sr It* ••Yar«l ^«;£s<
S.;ch Bt«;>« »*y
o;;iC»r» or <l«p»rta«.i'.».

»rtla«i^

th«

*ha Coc^iaaicn
ahall
trar.»>it
an4
to,
r^aintam with tha &cipartx.ont.a of tjildinq
and Safaty, RacraatioA and Pa:ka, BCArd of
r.Mic Work* and tht Board of Id^caticn,
e.rran*. ea;>i*a of the tit: ef hiatoricat ar.^
CcaA^aaiGr. anall
cuitarak Bonwea-'ita.
Tf.ti
alas c.!>lify t^e ovnar of aach fcr-jtidirtg,
atro-ctjra or ait* in writir,) of tb* fact
that hia pcoporty is IncliMled In the liat,
and aKall giva aucr. parasr. wrlttar> s^clce ot
(urthar action vMcl-. it takaa wit!i
an/
Tor ;:ji-poa*a of
raapect to t^th prsyarty.
thta aaction, tna cvr^r of aucn p:o(>«r&y
ahall ba d«a««d to t-u th« (i«raan ap^arlnf
as t>.* O'-ner oi auc^ (irs^erty cr. t^« latt

;r.<:l^d« «s*l«t4r,;* ir. th* Cf**tio.t of civkc
«asist«nca in tK«
cofnittwea;
c^tltCFA**
• siiaiit iah,;nar.t
Qt a priv«t* funi for th*
A-jftt
c«*>.or*ti«n
of
or
4C<TUl.sitlon

and r«f cc-Q-dttion t^«l ••~h
bv ac7j;f»^ fcy ' 9cv«rr>r«r.t«l
k3«ncy vheiK ;;iv<t« Act^iaition i« rust
iaavibi*.

9Ki.-iun«r.t»:

s^-ion*.-!!!

aaaaa»n«.nt rs^l of tha Cs-.r.ty s!
LsB An{«toB and af(«arin$ aa the tr^z^: of
auch ^rof«xty on tha rarsrda ot the City
Clark. If t>ja caforda of t^a City Cle:k a.-.d
t^e C:<.;nty Aaaaaacr Indieata cn#A*rahlp ia
d;.ff«re:%t [>«;aor.», th»a« peraona a^j^arlR^
or. aa^t
of aur^i Itat* ahall te notified.
t;;7h notice ervall C-e Bailed to the addraaa
ty.otrr.
or.
the aaid aaa«tc=anl roll or the
City Clerk'a recorca, aa a;>f>li':able, a* asea
practicable
after
tha
aa
property
it
included In t.Sa li*t or t.^ie CccciaaiSf. ta>e»
any further anion re^arilir/; it.
•<;vjtlliad

hitv^rical

rcr purpoa** cf thii irtiCl*.
pr cul'iural rondTi«.it la «Ay ait* (iftcludlOQ
tr««a or ethar pl«rvt Ufa
• i^nifica.-.t
i^ocACion tr.afasr.), fc-uildir.9 a; atruct^ir* o!
particular hiaiorlc or cali>ir«l slQflifLcar.':*
t» th* City oi lo« A.-i;ol«», a^ch •• Matoiic
atructjraa ot kitta ir. vhich tha bread
»cor<zrM.c
or toci*!
Ckjltural.
pc-liticAl,
a

Aatien , atat* or co«jMjr.lty
or axcaplif i»<l, or which *ra
ide.-.t iii«ci wit^ Mctori? ;4itonag*« or with
iBportar.t cvor.ta in tKa cuir, currarita oi
nation*!, atats or local hialory, or whieH
•r^=<dy th« di«t i.n9uiaMr.<} cr.uractariatic* of
an afchitaetural-typs ap«;L=«.-i, Inharantly
va;^adl* for A atudy of a {period alyla or
eetAed of cor.at rue tier., cr a notol* •'^rk of
a aaatar buildar, d*ai<;-«r, or accMtact
w^isaa i,cdiv;.d.;al gar.iua inftuancad hia as«hiatcry of
la

t.fc«

smti9z\m'i

tos.

U.Ul,

permit f«r the d«»»Iltlon, ajbatantlal
alteration or reo^val of ar.y building,
atructur* or ait* contalntd la aald llai
ahall be ^aaued, ar^d nc ai<ch alte, b^lldl/^
atructure
be
da»>liah*d,
or
ahall
.batant ially altered or t«=£v*d by t>.« City

tto

firat zefcrrin.^ t.^e s.«ttflr to tbe
wr.esv t^e Super Ir.reijdast
ftuildln)
or the City E.-.gir.eer detaminea
of
daoolltion,
r*.soval
or auba^a.M.lal
thJt
alteration of ajch t>oildln<;, atructwra or
tbv
ia
In
a.t*
lanediately
r,<c*aaary
intareat of tSe public haaith, aafaty or
Var.arai welfare.
wlth£\<t

CcK^iaalon axcep*
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SECTIONS OF THE LOS ANGELES ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
PERTAINING TO THE CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

Sec.

T<ma y^y

22.131.
bv thu CommUgJon

Otaitfc tton

Where any matters subject to Section 22.132
of this Ccd« arc roferred to the CoawjiBUion
It shall h-ive IS <l.->yn from th9 d.itc ot such
notification wxthln which to objuct to the
proposed d«miolition, major alteration or
If no ouch objection is fil»d with
rpmov.ll.
the appropriate Dap.irt.-ner.t or Bo.ird within
tho said IS days, all su:h objectiono uhall
If the
b« deoincd to havo been waived.
proposed
t&
the
objects
Corvnission
d».-nolitiSR, major alteration or removal, it
the
with
objection
its
file
•hall
The fili.'.g
•pprcpriatu Departirent or Board
of such objection ahall suspond the issuance
of such porrait, tho demolition or reajor
alteration of such huildini) or structure or
tha rfcJiioval of auch site f.->r a period ot not
1*88 than 30 nor more than lo.T liiva. durin.^
which tia* the Coariission ahall t.ika such
stcpc within the scope cf ita powers and
duties ao it determine:;! aru nece-jii.iry for
the prcaorvation of the sito, building or
altorad or
otructure to be demoliahod,
At the end of the first 30 days,
rcooved.
the
preservation of
of
propo.-.ents
the
building, Htructuro or 3it« shall report
their pro<jreE8 to the Coirniniiioa which may,
upon review of tho progress roport, withdraw
anO cancel the objecticr. to tho proposed
.

Council that a request for oxtenaion bo read*
to tho appropriat«i Departraont or 3oa;d.
Such recc-wicndatlon shall set forth the
ruadons thorufore and tho progreoo to date
of the steps t.akun to preanrvu the tronuir.iint.
it appears that presorv.it ion may bo
If
completed within the tis.u requeotnd, the
City Council nay approve ouch request for
extension and upon such approval shall
request the appropriate D«partnient or Board
to grant an extenoion of tiite not to exceed
130 days for the purixjue of ccuploting the
s.ixe.
T^-e Dopart«»ent or Bo.-ird to which ouch
such
grant
nadc
shall
is
re.-]uuat
a
extension, oxcept whore It deteroinou that
qra.-iting ouch a.n extension is not in the
test iiicetest of the public health, safety
No nuch rorjuost for
or cener.il wellarj?.
extenaic". shall »;« .xade after the expir.ition
of tho ortgi.'-al ISO day suspension period.
NO Right

see. 22. Ij.;.
t a Rctmira procertv

The Cowriaslon shall have .-.o power or right
to acquire any property for or on tho behal:
of itsolf or the City ot Log Angeles, nor
uhall it acquire or hold any rionoy for
Itself or on behalf of the City.

Zi
dflirolition, r-ij=r alteratior. or reriov.ii.
the Co.Tr-.i3Bi.o.-i detor.-nines upon the aasis of

g.»v- ?2-13»putea and Raaulationa

progress report, to wit.idraw and cancel
•ny Euch Objection, it shall proicptly notify
tho Depactxont or Board concerned of its
Upon receipt cf such notification,
action.
tho ?er.»lt (toy be issuod and the b-.;Hdin<3,
hw
demolished,
may
sito
structure
or
It
altered, or removed, aa the case iray bu.
at the end of thu first 100 days of the
aforesaid ISO day period it is fcu.-.d that
the preservation of the site, huildi.-.^, or
accooiplioht^
fully
be
cannot
structure
the
and
periC'd/
d.ny
130
the
within
preservation
iiuch
th.it
Commission determines
can b« satisfactorily cccipleted wit;'iln an
additional period net to exceed l&O days,
the Coijiiooicn xay recoirxend to tho City

aid

of

thtt

Comaaiaaion

such roles and
«say adopt
as are necessary to carry o^.;t
the purpose and Intent of this article.

The

cooTir.issio.n

i<?<j.:lations

Sqg. 22.1?^,

Cooperation with th e Cogaiinaior.
All Boards, Co.i«ni03ions, D«part.i»ent8 and
Officers of the City shall ccoper.\te with
the ComraiBsior. in carrying out the spirit
and intent of this article.
AKS.SDEO PKR OSOINAKCE /1S9681
PUBLISHED FEBSJARlf 25, 1985
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SECTioiM or
ftJiTKZifltta

OX9IICJUICS HO.

me vaa anoeles AHMXMZsrxAtivx coob
TO THE CDLTOTIAL MEHITMie COMXZSSZON

UltOl

w*a prafca*i* by cfa* OaMa«ll OA tta
laltlativ* for ln«::.alAe tn cha Hat.
T£* ^jr^>«« of tkt* 9r4lAaAe* la to
tl-,*
fraaant
provlalon* of Lo*
AttitlAlatrat l«*
Cot*
••ctlOA
22.I2S.1. It waa Ccwncll'a IntaAt In *Mlarf
t>.at
Section to pa-ofcibit tha itaar; lltloa.
a>ibata;itlal
allaratloA
or
rwaoval
of
t4Jlt41r.9a .•hila aall tvi;41r«]a imrm tittlmr
con»li3*ratlcr.
to
tm:-ja»
Cit/
H;>t4rlcC^ltural >Uni-ar*nta.
31n^« tn« a-So^lon of
Sactleo 22.125.1, City atatt a*ait«ra hav*
mtarpratad aad lapt«aMat*0 t(i« provlale«a
accordingly.
iKiw«v*r. * (>ia^.>;a baa acla*n
a* to .•hvthar J*ctic«i 22.12i.l affiliaa 1.-. a
C4«* v.'vata {iro^rty v.n^r mnaiOvrailon la
tn* auti)act of a* »alatln>] b<Jll<ltiv] («r«i.t
for itaBolltlon, auliatantlal alt*rati«n or
S««. }.

clarity

alt«r*tloit or r*»atAl at (leoj^tx i»» wMcri
*r« fc«iA9 co<l«14«r*d (or <l«al^a^Cl.on 4* Cl(/
iii*i«f le - cultural Nceua^r.t*.

««
XactloA
A.-<3«t«s

»«1»1J ar T»B CITY or UM UKKltt
DQ tmtmim Ai r«xgiw.
Ir
S*ctlc<n J2.12S.1 of tiM
A<t*ialttr«t iv* Cod* la a««r.<5«<l

;.»•

to

r**4 •• follenca:
2«BAJttifio. I^frnf^.tl ftittr«t;gn ot
Baiaoval w*i^l-n D*alir.at ton.

Ae^I**

moval.

Ci^/ Cvincll
tlvac
«
InittatiTw
If

tfe«

;;»p«a«« on

i(«

<»a)

alc«,
&ul!.<li.iM}
or
IrvcludaO
t>»
in th*
Iia«
of
titMCt'tr*
Kiitono*'. or TJlturaL mMtumur.zu, cr tba
C^xniaaKft 'dat»ralr«» ttut a pc»p<>««<l atca,
asr^^a
or
a^ruccur*
fusitiar
sotld^aq
conai4«ratLor. («r InclMaton in tlw list.,
far
tti*
If.tn
p«n>it
;>•»>( it i so,
rv>
ai;£»t>ute.al a:cara%;cn or rkiuval of Clwa(
bvlltliiK;, a>rucC'jr« or ale* a^atl e« i*tj*i.
«a4 no avch ai^aj Ct^ll4Lfl*) c; a%ru<tcurtf
r«9wrdl»aa o< li^^cKar » |-ars:,t axlata or
axiat,
ba
ilcaai Lahad.
4o**
nc;
a>.»ll
twbaiAft' Klly al^arad or ra»>vad< {lonlktK]
final iSacar^ir^tlon by c^.• c^c/ Coucvcil cba<:
I-iCh ait«. bjlldi.ft') or •cri;^4ra aKall oi
in tha l.tK.
iliall rxie :» i..-.clud*l
Tho
ownof of ttva aica, tutldlr^ or itr'.ctura
notify th« CcaA-^aa.cc;. in vritfcrfj,
affcalL
wfMnavar ap^lie^tion la m*io for a p^rvlt to
^aMOliat), a.'fcaeantially Jltar, or raoavo an/
tha Ci<:/
aueb atta, buil41n<7 or acructuca.
Council a>.a^l act on ifjfi j)ropoa«>i inc^uaicA
to Cba I'.at within 60 day* of eta Council or
Ccawiaalc-fi action, Wiichavar flrut occMra.
Tt>« Council, Cy raaolut Ic,-,, cu/ aatanil ti'j*
fvnotl for 9ood ci'^aa for an aiMitlonal ti
day*.
:» XCK\r,') an t.i,a pre^iad tncluaion
to tha liat, th* Co<«m»alon and ttia City
COUA«ll ahall pre<a*d in acooroanca with
Sactlo/i* 22,:2(, 22.IJC aisl 22.1]].
:f tha Comlaaion (i.-vja irsit tha prcpaa*d
aita, b,jil<lln<| or atr-JCTJro dona net mat
tha
raif-lrananta
(laa lunation
for
aa
a
cultural or hiatorie stonunaot, ttvan ttiu
taapcrary prohibition en ttia iaauaric* of a
pvrBit to d«*oliti^, tuiiatar.tiaHy altar or
r«*ov« aald alt*, tulldim) or «t>'-=tu:« anil
tK* tmporary prchtbitia« on dwaol'.tlon,
aufiatantiaX altaratlon or rinaoval of aald
• It*, building or atructur* ahall tacninata,
*xc*ft wnan a ait*, buililin*! or arn^ctwr*
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T>s«

(ur^a*

of

tM*

Orttlnanc*

faction 22.:2%.1 la to •tli>ln«t*
tn/ ilia^ut* over thla ia«<i* cy a>aki.*.g «l*ar
th* Councll'a
intar.tioo
tr.at
^o^rtl**
jniSar coAalOarat ion
for .,n^.;.alon in tn*
Hat c( City M>at«rl':-Ci.Uutal t»ar.<.«»t*
(ki*rv<i:ni|

ahC'^ld

alt*r*d.

not

&«

ilakaolla^^^i,

Or

r*aK>v*4

aubatar.tla.ly
un'S*r

au,ea

circiiiiatancaa.
).
UKCKXT CtAUili
?h* C.ty COuAOll
n*raby ri.->da tM* Or<ilimaii«a la c*<ijlr*-J for
ia»*atit* praavr <at ton of th* publle
t^<*
(Mac*. h*al(l> ar.4 aafoty 1a tnat tl-.ara ar*
ait*a Currantly '<r,'tar ct>.iaui*ratlon for
insluaion in triw Clty'a iiat at HlatorlcC;ilt>drj: Mor.<.Aanta '•hl<:l\ ar* occ^piaO ar.d
tri*
r**i'la-,i;«
Ar^i
tananta who cirrantly
accMyy tfioa* &•. i Idi.-Aija 0^y tut 'llaplaca<S.
Ttia Or<Jinar.c* is iir(}antiy r-'aixWO to pr«v*r,t
aal<l sliaplitcaaant aAd poaalola tllaturbarjC*
of tha (Mas* ca>j4*<l u/ ati*«(>ta<J avictioria
or JanolitlOf.a ti*for* th« Ci^nclL hat n*ii an
opf4r*'.inlty to i:L>ii»iJ«r a/»4 •i"i txt '.h*aa
naitara.

S*;.

t«C. 4. Thu Ol*-! Car* •.'<*( S ';art.:y tM tha
(Maaaga of this artJir.aiK:* arti caua* tna at.T«
to b* p-ililiatwdt in vxma daily A*wa^p«r
printed an<j fAibllan*! tn tn« City of Le*
An<;*l*a.

Mraby c*rtlfy t)i.tt
tti*
for«-/atn4
t
or4lAanc* wa* i.ttro<lje*<l at th* aevting of
ti\a Council of tn* City of Loa Ang*:** on
M.4rch 13, Hd7 arot waa paaa*:! at Ita laaatlr/g
of turcri 2C, 14ai> by a v^i* of not l«a* thAn
thr*«-faiirtl»« of

it* naaii»ra.

Approved HaroA 2], H«7
KIAS
City Clark
9y KdwarJ A. Atlulown, 3*^ty
ril* Mo. tT-^M*
Tub Brfedl*y, Kayor

MARTJHZI,

Pasadena Municipal
Historic Preservation Ordinance

oomioaiM} the mcmbcf u> die vucanc

office, c*

hiv'te vuiXct.ivV, ia the simc inarinw as

ScCbOC 2.70030. (Ord. 6229 4 2

by

fc«h in

set

lepoit (Ort.

6229 4 2

Diccuaj of the C0:r):nczcc,

ih«r first

ificr ai its firn faceting of

members shaW

»n<3

that-

ind iccre-

elect a cJiw, a v>ce chaix

ibscoce oc divability of the chiir acd %ic<

chair,

aNT.inii'.e<

'vhe

6229

c'oir. (Ord.

2

{

Meu:iN:."s of the
file

to

ni»y ifc^ignate a lcniporar>'

[Xsclc6u/r requirements.

2.70.11)0

ejch subicqof ct >far. the

ur>'. In the

city's Ccfl/lia of Interest

2 (pan).

The

Mth

the Ralph

may

cooe

'cajl

Tijle

a

be held in aca;ntuxe

Brc-Ait Act

and

sha:i

the

be oj^n lo

Purpose BDd fuDctioRS.

1100

^a3J0

et

icq

)l

iHcal'J^i

Od

all

comminee, only

cotK befcee

IDC^)^e^> of the c<^iimiiiee

No action

Sue

and Qupccr 2.10 of

this

be >ued.

a.-Mj

2.

Sell property;

3.

[>:lefarc waht^rii) to rtdev^elop in the city

Acquire prcvcty by purchase. Icisc.

einiKsc

c<her public agencies:
gift

or

AjOiiiii:

money fw re«kveIopmen:

6.

BcoDVk'

of lu

7.

Fioancc housing con>trucuoi! and (e.*^ilita-

pn>ceedi«$s aaJ orJ^r ajtjoru. (Oid.

tjoa,

19S9;

16.

;t>

tedevelopuient ageocy;

CoDUaa with

keep a rccaid, *hich

cJe.

lo;

5.

shall

be aviLiiaMe for putlic if.spccc;o. of

5

et seq..

4.

resoliiCioas.

6319

.'eci.>m7.eaJjaon.

powers of the coBi-

of the i^aait-

Tra coraroine*

C.

}3aXi

ai>3ilier

difier;flt niie is specified t>creiiL

shjJJ

and

hais all tlv

be valid without 3 iDJjcnty vote unless a

shall coiuorjce a qk^xvra.
!cc jtviU

1

and Safely Code Sevtion

cilw; crafleTi to

-i

The commiaee

e»ccp< the power

carry occ tht purposes iod prcvisiotis of th: Hoosing

La*

to

missioc as set fc<nh in Kcalih and Sifeiy Code Sec-

rrxmbcn of t>ic coaunince shilt ccastiquorum on all n^ianers to cc'in: befcfc the
committee uhieh arc rxvxssary or coDwoieai to

the

ofnuDtuuiy dcvclopmcoi cooitnhsioo pnor

B.

a

AuUKicitjes

Ord 6229

J

m-dizzn wlucJi the commissionL by resolution, ex-

Five

B.

6229

The purpose ofthectflinunee IS to rcv>c*at>d
recomineaJauons oa all oxaners to coiue before

cludes from comautif« review

be CAllr*} by the chair cf a iLijccity of the

coouxuttee,

tutc

puruui

(OitJ.

coiutiissloa a.:t>oa, except ein:ti;co;:)r loatLers. and

except ai (roviijeJ by li* -SpccAi mcei-

ihc pjblic

lagi

M.

s^iaL)

A,

w

nwct

sha]]

meetjcgs

Code.

J9«7)

(jsmt).

ci.iinniiticc

ituii be rctjuixed to

1987)

2.70.110

iDOi>ih. .MX jis

comnDCee

annual staiemenis of ccooomic ioleresi

if#t

.NlMtings— Records.

2.70.070

A.

1987)

rpa.^),

Eiedion of ofTKtn.

170.060
At

ihaa

later

year. Ancndijuic iccc-rib ol

e.-ich

iBCinbers shall be included as [tan of the axinoal

1987)

(pa-l).

workplaa lo the board of direc«:rs no
Ocutoef 31« of

alt

J 2 (part). 15&7)

8.

Such othef powen

jxirpojc*;

as ^hall be wiih-Seld

by

onlijiaixc of the board of i1i:ectc« or rtsolucco of

170.0SO

Bylaws.

The ccmmiitcc

Uic ccriiinission

slial!

affimaiive \x*e of • n>cmc>ers. bylaus for
ia{ out of

coaunince

s

S«h bybwTi
tors

and

its

fuDction

ixi

ilie

carry-

tfie

co.iJuct

business coRssteM uiih
iliill

()tis

Chapter 2.75

cf ihe
chapter.

CULTLJR^L MKRI TAGE CO.NLVUSSION

Ni sjbinjr.cd to the board of direc-

shall coi becxxtte effective uaiil

approved

lailocdcrcd filed by the Nrard (OnJ, 6229 § 2 (jwt).

Seel ions:

1987)

2.70.090

.\DDual report.

The commitlcc

bhall

lOtd 6229 J 2 (put). 1987)

adopt ar.d ajntcd. by the

2.75.010

Short

2.75.020

Rst^bluluiient.

2-75.030

subout an annual repon and

.MeiJibcrship— AppointmcDi and
terms.
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iitl«.

2.75.(M0

10

member «ai€ju->rt»(!e in the city prior
tlv: mtmbcr may ccm-

C.

If a

Ok

cupiration of > tcmi.

»hs board of

upon ifproval by

pliic ihc

icnn

cJireciors

pursuant lo Section 2.45 020.

member of

A;»y

D.

ac\i)

moved by
(OnJ. 6229

u

of dirccusn

Die board

its

C.

plcarurc,

shall

AU

neinbcrs

provided however,

B.

n4<J

Pioi

shaiJ
i^iai

PasaJcna's

§

rcsidc.-i«

pcnwn

by

and

an;h;!cccufaJ

affirniauve vc<c of •*

with

In the event

cidiunl

a

tcnl

anil vacancies.

member

liie

commis-

member

by

the board.

vacariL "Hie suif re the

The

In the

who romiiuted

vacant office, or

to the

same manner

(Ord 6229 » 2

tlie

boa.'d of di.i:«ors

a.-xJ

sfull

(OnJ 6229 J 2

(part).

!9S7)

coiimiission shall sutraii in annual rcpon

October 3lJi cf each

The

veax.

later

t*ia.';

Ancnjx-ice records of

rrtsmbers shall be inclinied as fart of the arjwal
report. (On:-

6229

) 2 (part).

1937)

is set forth

ffxut).

:>)

SJcinbers of

inS^ctxxi 2.'?5.030.

file aririoal

s^<« fi.'st

commission sMll

meeiingof each

absence or disability of the
coiiunjssion

subs^s^ijcr.* year,

A.

Oic

may desienaii

ctiair af>d

a

vkc

wmporary

The

Purpose

co.^Jnission shall
all its

to

&c

.M. DrovLti

Act and

shall

tl-<e

city

and to

heritage

and use c> cultural naojiws
ific

health, pfojpcnty.

social and c-Iiural e.-jichmc;!. aivi general •»e!fa.-e

JeaM oiKC a

of

meet:;.^* vhUI be held in aN-cor-

dance uiih the Ralph

to recoj»

decla/es iha; ?h« reco^tJor..

arc required in the interest of
at

is

icieniion and u-x of

prowoie awareness of Pasadena's unique

TIk board of dirccioo

meet

ilic

landmartcs and lj/idma:lc districts in

chasr. Die

chair. (Ord,

.Mt«linj;i— Records.

2.75.070

a.^d fu.'ictjons.

promoic

pntsefvii:.c*i. proitecnon

The

pu:siia«

of Interest Code. (Ord 6229

puipos*: of the convmisii<x»

ni2e. protect axKl

2 (pan). 1987)

month and

tx: rctjuircd to

iricercsi

2 (ran). 1987)

2.75.110

mecl».^g of th< ccmmission, and •J>:fc-

«s Tint

rftcmbcrs shall elect a chii» ini a vice chair In Uic

S

iJic

srjtcmenis of econotnic

to the city's ConJlict

l9S7)

5

after at

Disclosure re<juiremen«i.

2.75.100

tfic

hn.lisrsurcess'jr.

Election of officers.

2.75.060

ity

and rcfula'^ons

and worlcf Jan to the beard of d.reciors no

commission

Cx mayor of any mem-

t« filled by ti« person

laemtxr

cial

rules

VicarKics.vkhc'j'trsdicdiL'cdorunschsiliilwJ,

B.

open

adopt and am<end, by the

mcmtvrs.

Annual repart.

2.75.09O

board of directors miy declare Uvt office

advise Lh< sccrciary to

jliaJi

A.

its

actjons. (Ord.

bccoir* effective unti! i|4;fOved uhI ordeicd

filed

chair of the commission may etcuse *b«n;es.

6229

and oUicr

has 3 coiiiecutivc

ber with 3 corisecutjv* otvexcuscd abeeixes.

At

which

icnd^H of tlie commission's business corisiswith this Chapter. Such rules and rcpdadons

shall be submitted to

uncxcuscd absences from meeting of

jitall

a recortl.

for the

2 <pan). I9S7>

Absences

2.75.050

of such

keep

inspecuon. of all of

Rules and regutaiJot«i.

coiruriission vJiall

TJ'ic

d»$u»«.

ccflvcrsinl

\x

a

turt

i]"«

puWK

2 (pan). I9S7)

}

2.75.0!i0

of ihe city;

i*o«ift3:ed

di rector 't

iS;i

shall

historical.

henuse. (Ofd. 6229

sion.

specified herein.

fcsoluijotvs. prt>cccd>nf;s

be

a

fciiJc in

members

All

A.

is

Qualifications.

2.75.040

difceior

sfiaH coo-

comnmiuion

action of the

TTic comitiissKrKi shall

be available for

6229

A.

No

shall tx valid vriLhoiji a majority vote uiilcss a dif-

re-

1987)

i 2 fpan),

quotxim.

fcicnt rule

commiMion may be

LNe

Foof meryibcfs of Ihe cociimission

B.

s:iiuie a

be

i/ic

pojplc. Tlie purpose of this

I.

Safeyiwnl uhe heritage of the

ci-.ap<er is lo:

city

by peeserv-

piublic

exccp* as provicJed by law. Spe-

ing improvements a;M) natural fcaiyres w^i<*i reflect

may

be called by U>c chair or i major-

elements of

meetings

of the coramissiofi.
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t^^e

cny's cultural history;

Encoruragc puMic a'vJcrMindkng 2nd invoivc-

2.

mcM

in

M<

Nf nuigc of

bJe

intcrpreUiive pnci^rains. Such programs

Ck

kctjres. lours, walks, repons orpuMicaaofis.

prognms.

cijy U'lfOuj^'i edycitiofii)

Suenjthcn cjvk pfWc

3.

xcomptisVr.<nu of

in

\tie

bciMy r>J noci-

of

t^le

in ihe

rciidcnu jcf king a pleisa/ii *»)• of
> iSito-'S. Jind

iKU and

Uiercby. to

I;fe.

louriiu uvd

suppon and sJimulaie bun*

Promote

cr>-3tion

C< p<o(ectMn.

(ot

finantinjf.

the privjie

and

such as ercouragir.g inOepcndent

ar^l

ot historic (Jismtis and strjcturcs

prw-

sutc or feder-

To submit

an/iualJy a profjosed buJ^c: 10 the

manager covenng pcrscnai servKts. ivpptics

city

and equipinenj neccssxTr
«*«

(Xjbli-;

local,

assistance:

al

for

t^lC

pcifomance of

for l^le

To *ork

7

closely with the planrung comxnis-

sicn, in order to assure Lhai envifonmerual

pcofle;

wiU be orderly and

Subilize and impfv*e p«opcn> values:

S.

St;enfTj-<n Uvi cconocny of ihe ciiy;

9.

Tajcc »Kai:v«r

wepj

are

leascniW:

loca'xd

an

in

The

B.

vea dcsi^atcd

coniinissiCin

peters and duties
picvided in

ihi$

erty

as a lani^marlc district

shii]

i66iuon

a

commitSMn. 00
ii.

style of Pai,adena

deems

The

steps as

be eligible fof drsijnaiion as

it

To

JO.

render advice

ccna.n arras.

By *a>

ly o*r.cr

colors,

futures or rrsJOrtiion

Ncnuge of UV

considered as a pwienoal l->lniarl

ed in
3.

i-'iat

d.si.->.'i

Uw zoning p]^ and code.
To keep cunrrni and publisfi

IxVinaA^.

I;jidiuarlc

disihcts

ih.:

is

constn^ed

city

area be

fered

fi.-ovid-

1

rTg:j:cr of

m

10

on any

fencing.

impose any

bf.n

way of

not by

relate to pairvimg.

Iind$cap;r.g.

IgU'jti

This ajvice shaJI rot be
controls, but

i.»iall

be of-

a spirit of frie:;dly help,

To

pir.icipjie in revisions of the historic

and

r«c^n;es elemtn: of lV gcnenl plan of the

12.

To encourage

cooperation bCEv.een cultural

lieniage giDups. p«;blic and povaie. and

To

jinjc-

city:

and Mruciarcs of

mcfii:
4.

1

suCh advice might

miienals.

cultural
a

UHxg, cemfi-

aiid giiidance

of e>a.Tip!<.

of an or s.nuJif objects havir.j a tip;fican: hLSton-

lite

lif:

taie such

and upon requea of t^<e proper-

caJ. Ci.1 Jural, achiteciun:. alc^^eotcgh;aJ. ccmmij.-.ity

be d<$i£--aic»l as a landinart. of

may

cotes, letters or plaq^jes;

limitation.

arsl^etjc value as part cf

the proteciion,

desirable i? recognize these unic-

ture as lime pcm^iis
10 l^.cboa^J thai

comir.isstoo

tures including, but not limited 10,

peaces, tuildiflss. slrvcurrs. naturai feat-jrrs. motVj

0.'

cr^yjagc

ihc

or landmark distncu or stnKturcs of

To recwnmcnd

ijid

his

menu
2.

To rrcomnieftj

merit so as ;o emphasire l^<lr injponancc in the

resources in the city ^»^>kh the

la.-'^niails

interest therein

lU-elf or Lhe city*.

enhancetnew. appreciation and use of structures of

cofuinuins survey of iJIcuJrural

may

the cultural

U'lCCOiii.'ivsjionis specifica-y dc.iicd

on tichaJf of

9-

ou^erwue

bisii of »nfonr.a:ion aviilabit 01 presented 10

reason «o believe

however,

power to acqw.'e an> property or

for or

ruve the follov.lnj
10 those

changes

and

(•on:

the

chapter

To conduct

!.

in

dunag;

To enco^jnge pnvaie efforts 10 aojuire p«i>praise money on behajf of Cuit\;ral presef%a-

8.

nec-

a/iJ

(declared 10 be a la/x^nark or is

is

will not

iniegnty of tiw City.

essary to «fc^aj-d ihe pfopcny rijhisof Uie owners
v>hos< property

iis

dutier.

educaJion. appreciation and general vkcifare of the

7.

rciencon

a4iy dti:(piatcd 0* poteniial Iar»<inark.

funding o/gamzaLions or pnvjtc

6,

ao'..Viic chaixier.

div«nity 3f4 inicre» 0/ the ciiy:
6.

and

indiKtiy;

Enharce the viwtJ and

5.

filins.

special events:

To expkirc meins

5.

and use of

may include

inciudinf^ but not limited to. apfxopriate kgislaticn

future:

Pfcicci and cnhi/icc ihe ciry's attractioru u>

4.

open houses and

Oku

l^^ pjst to fwoinocc

continued use lodiv ind eiv;ogrjjc CACdknce
btiiltling

menial heniage of this c>iy (hn^ugh etfucaitonal and

unique iKhiiectwoJ tni cnvircncr.enuJ

cncourriic p^iblic undersranding cf and

» encour-

age the divelopn-.ert of such grxupt in the county

involvc.T.cm in the unique aahucciuraJ and environ-

and
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stale:

1

To comment on

3.

proposed rezoaiog. subdi-

all

visioas (except condominiums), gcatra] plan aracnd-

propose*! projects ai:oording to

6.

iiiipfovements and s'jch other lind use proposals or

trict,

projects submitted

by

signincajit

the iliicctor of plarining, hous-

may

ing and c-oininunity development as

rc-quire

an

cnviioruiisQta] impact report undcj th: provisions

of

the Califoraia Environmental Qualir>'
14.

To make

a preliminary

districts williin

ilie

area

redevelopment plan prior

sion 35 forniuia'j:d by the

community development

15.

To

conduct

shall

in

McDonald

During hearings before the commission

D.

gardiig a specific landr^^ark

dis^tnct issue,

the planning tominissioa;

Such

1.

rcprcscDiaiivc(s) shall be selected as

such district

than

cury out

landmark overlay

in

Chapter 17J2 of

in

rftrsign

review

L'lC

this c^xlc,

Piepaic amendments 10 adopted conservation

deemed

tJ::-sign

landmark

review cf

Id the absence

The

not

deemed neces-

[xublic

and private

il»;

e.xpiratioa of

his^ha icnu,

be subjea to

same

commission members.

district leixesentalivc shall

on mailers

on commission

be entitled

affecting his/her district,

rules

and

and regulations or other

riiatteis

of general

interest. In

affects

more than

crx: district,

tlie

event that a matter

all

distria

ilicrcby affecicd

may

members
vote on

such mailer. (Old. (i610 }5 2A, 2B, 1994: Ord. 6560

relevant design standards and CTiteria in an adopted

commission

to

whose dirjias arc

projccti.

of such policies and guidelines or

con<;ervatioa plan, the

pnor

as other

Each

4.

policies and guideLscs

districts as

The
at its

coniplei; the term only upon approval

district represcQ'.ativcs sliall

to vote cnJy

sary to implcn;ent aJijpied conser.'alicn plans and
facilitate the

may

manner

ilecmctl

servation plans;
specific

be removed by the board

provisions of Section 2.75.030. in the

ilie

necessary to carry out the policies of arloptc-d con-

for individual

district

co-Jc.

necessary;

Adopt regulations and procedures

representatives

ih: boartl.

th: btjaid pursuant to Section 2.45.020 of this

by

aditunistcr coaservation pians;

a.?

by

If a distria representative ceases to reside in

3.

sjch

he/she

3.

district

ratification

may

person and

I

pleasure.

certificates

Approve and

Adopt

be subjea to

representatives

assist

2.

5.

shall jointly

associations caruiot

ncmioec.

The appomimcmoi'Lhe

2.

and o'JicrAisc

Conduct design review aad issue

to tinv:

shall select 'h:

shall

of appropriateness;

4.

if the

more

appJy. If

exists within the

associations

.'^•uch

member, and

districts, as provicSed

prtsc-^atjon of the character cf such districis.

cmc

mayor

the

In furthcxaocc thereof the coiniaissioc shall:

plaas from

may

agree, each association shall nomioaie

'Hie coiunaissioc shall

activiucj and prepare and iapicrocnt conservation

1.

district,

nouiinate the

sign inventory.

LD

district

neighborhood assodaiion

1

landmark

establish and maint:iin a wrirten historic

and owt^ property

no ncighbortuxxl assodaiion

property owner of such

criteria set forth in this chapter;

plarii for

If

within the landmark distria. any resident

exists

this section;

review applicaiions fo: certificates of

appropriateness to demolish structures meeting the

C.

rc-

a repre-

follows. Ttii neighboiJKXxl association shall nominate a rcpreseolative wtio resides

To

to

apptJcablc landmark district (a "riisuict representa-

in

17.

poor

parks and recreation cotnmission and the dty coun-

ations to publicly ov^-ned buildings of historic signif-

To

Park,

cotsiderauon of any such improvements by the

icance as required under subsections (B)(1)(a) and

16.

dis-

review of

tive'! shall participate with equal voting rights.

advise the des)j;n cotimiissicn on alter-

(BKl)i» of

its

sentative of the neighborhood association of the

commis-

by

commission and

commis.sion

cU.

to the approval of the plan

the planning

Within the Bungalow Heaven landmark
llie

proposed iuiproveujents

rtcominc!>daiions regarding pro-

posed laiidmark or laiulmark

covered by

Aa;

current edition of

ihe Secretary's Standards;

puMic

mcnu, redcvtlopmcm projcas.

ilie

§ 2,

shall evaluate

1993: Ord. 6505

(pail),

90

1987)

§

2.

1992: Ord. 6229 § 2

2.75.120

DcfinJtJotis.

lnlc*i

is

(I

from the contcni
c«ruia

A.

"AJ'iCij£)oo" cBcaAS

arijt

change

>'or(2s

in tJic

iu\iag a special clucacter or spcdal hist<DncaJ. cul-

im-

prove meaL
B.

means a

m required

certificacc

of

any

w

iocfividual,

$uci:e&sor

c^e

raieji

scnjciure or site or

ir.

p^

a biulibng.

pamaotoLly impairj ius

suxjcrural

E

"Board" mcais bo;i/d of directors of (h: ut>.

F.

"C^Jiiifal resources"

m^ans

areas, diwriiti.

streets. pJscci. tuililRgs, stjvrtuics. t)oidoor \korics

OD

N. "PasadeM bi^orK
treisure"

means aay

coRUDunit)' oe aesthete value.
"Fixture'

trt

the site or the intcrio:

«( exierxxr of a structure and coatnbuur)$

to its

meet landmark or treasure ciiieru. "Per-

maseotly a^'ued" loduOe^, but

may uicluue sucb aizachmsr/

is

ux

UmiCed

if

5«ch iTiiienaJ

a-.ethxls

is

b^hDog

inlegraJ lo the itc^z^n

of

ui

iikcoju

any pitre.

ccrpcotioo. public ajeacy or

fiiiL.

"Reaioval"

mcua

tfic

displaceojent fioca the

itructwal cr dectiraove ciatcrial

Q.

'

of the ailn:ra! resource.

Sicrciiry of the Intenors Stanludis" of

"Se>;reur>'s SiiRdaris" racans the SecieiL') of the

bjililir.j,

tiiienor's

SuuKUjds

fctr

Reto^iLi'Jibon and Guide-

liocs for Rehatiljiaij.-ig fiiy..xi: Buikfcngs.

pcopcny or any pan of

R.

'

Site" ujcans ajiy parcel or ponico of real

property uhich has special charxter or special

"Laadisark' uvcans any

site

or impciyvcnicnc,

liistc-ricaJ.

cr oarural. A'l-jch has s^iccial character or

or aesthetic

value

m

pan of

S.

"Structure"

pcndcRt

(he

tieiiuge of the city or Cie United Stares and winch

has been desigaatcd

cultura.*.

archaco!o£>;:a].

architectural,

coousuruiy or aesthetic value.

special hisiohcol. cultural, sjchiicaurat. archieokygi-

community

UdMtt

cl'iafMer.

of a cultural resource of any device, feature.

chaniiiter

glus or

such additios.

caJ.

thj heriuge of the city.

"Persoa" loeass any iit^vidual. ass;xjj(ioo.

O.

I'lxnire. ha:iJ*Tirc.

or similar object cowiitutint

a phyNic&' ai]6ik>n of real

"liiuoiic

coixnbuiing to the culiuraJ. historic or arcl^'.ectu»l

ether dccxirative v^iodows aziU dccoraovc hardware.

vkoilc

or

Seen desjgaaicd aa a F'^^sadcoa histocic

^ice

devices, murals, bujlt-in furnituie and

"Iciprovcscnr

pan of

pursuant co (he povii.ioas of thjs

P.

a rope, glass

cabucKCry. pjAcbag lati Tnolii:.ng. le^^ded

stnxturc Of

treasure"

cultural rcMHjrce whi>ch has

po4it>cai subdivisioo.

lu.

of the device. Fucurei include, but are not bnu-ied

1.

or sjt«

ccuory

rclutccnira^. archaeck>pcal. c^xumunity or

partiK.'shJp.

anachiaeoi by scrc<*^. boles, pcgi. oaiis or g]ue. and

mamnadc

fi'it

tcgioo. stale or the Uitiied S<;ales asd v.hiih has

a>cam a Oecvrauvc or fxincuooa]

(icvicc peraiiftf ody affi^^ed

H.

of

outstaniLr.g chariaer or i>uitiai>iaj hjsioncal. culEurai.

i<>.

Uuiuc

ra.tuti

the last cqualired asscssinen' roll

aesthetic value as

hi&'.oricaJ, c\ilai2^. af che^logicoJ. architectur-

or Iciihcf

life

the (jcson apf<aring as the

owner of such impfoveacm.

speoa)

abiiiiy 10

plant

cfiaptex.

of an. Datura] feazmes and other objects havjog a

G.

tree,

of Los Angeles.

ittugrit)'.

al,

zoning

Iwaid.

oiember of (he cultural

"NaiuraJ fcarurc* ineaas any

M. "Oi*oer' rocins

act or process thai

wtiole or in

aiiy

ttic

o( geoSogical element subject to the provisKns of
tliis

meant aa

"Dcni.Dlition'

destroys or

U

mi

(luectar's dcsjoee.

D.

aod dc-Mgaaicd as such by

"Ntember^ iijcaiis

K.

in tine revised

heritage conunission.

"Dif eaor" mearts the darocwi of pJanfaag

C.

pcrnuttifig.

fond

aesthetic value, as set

appc?>j)ri-

ctufAa.

t>y Uii$

ccnuDuuty or

arciutecnu^I, archcolo^cal,

tvuraJ.

ordjr..a«:e.

"Certificasc"

aleae:u

whkh

ind

is ioteixied,

c^^ipicx are dcTiooii as fallows:

Dus

area

ifiy

cor/mas a ouiiiber of tbuccures cr catural f;«iure$

a different c^c^^i::^
Jii

mc^&s

district'

thai

fhmcs

used

"LuKtmark

J.

pJainiy e>ii.ler«

ii'A

r:ie;ii:s

iacrrrUicd

a work made up of iotcrdcj-tirii

in a defuui; pattern

or or;aai;dlioa.

as a laiidaarii pursuajK to (he

T.

prov-isi<«s of (his ch^Her.

"Structure oi merit" ir.earu a flnrcture not

desgnaicd or

eligible for de^rgcatioa

c

or a Pasadena historic tre^isure. that (1)

91

a htvlrark
is

rcptesea-

of a^

Vtttvt

tiztaicctjril style or

paiod: (2)

tef«d. i$ noi jignificutly {liminishcd in
sue*) ali«a:io?ii.

and (3)

jcTi-ablc cooditioo. Id

muK

if (Jticrioratid, is in

x%Mon.

E

if id-

charjclw by

i viructuic

prc-

City

of rutnt

H

1.

is

2.

It is

chapter

6610

i

63]

iJ

J

chade

hii arcJuiictura] feaiwes thai are tare

It

IC. 3W4:

t^le

The duration of

G.

stnxturw linked b>'

dtsign, type, plac or physical tfcvttc-pacuL
3.

city.

w

is

its

Ord 6492 }J 1.2. 1992; OrdOrd 6229 5 2 (purtX 1937)

reveals

to

thia:

».«

by

says of

pcnod,

ini'jaJ

shall be coaskfcred at a

ing, pury-ani to

Ifte

filed

-if-day review

effective diie.

C

for

date of

th.e

D

decision,

rc\!cw pnor to

Dec:uoQS to appcovic a

certificate

E

of

The ccnificatc auy be renewed once

0.'

ruidjnj;s

upon

F.

shall

Its

of

exeinpli.'i;ji:c«

a psrticular ajc^jtextunj

lift iropvrtjii! to ihre city:

exempliTicaiMfl

of the

bea

tcttadaiag

Its

identification as

G.

li'K

work of

whose work has inflornced

Its

UmteC

eiDbodimcnt of

tJie

a pcrs^jo or

tnhu^t of

States:

cleirieriLS

of outsiariding

anenlioo to architecturaJ design, detail, naierials or

still

craftsmanship;

apF^y,

D.

signjficartily cor.mt'Uied ic the culture

the city, the sia:e or the

dc^crmjr.x'jon that Qtt

And cosdjtiois of the original ap^ovaJ

lu

pcrst>ns

year by the «tirccior vrnhwjt

public hearing

idcniifjCiHioa uith a person or perv>t»; or

uho

ircJ-JtecTjra] type in a ni:gh.bc'i1>x>d;

be valid for 2 years from the

s^.ill

effective date.

pAiticc

Its

ic>k or a ay of

tJie

of a strucmre

1

location as a tits of a itgoificact historic

and dcveJopoeot of the city.

stafT shall

approprialccess authxizing rclocaJon or alteraLioc

raaxioium of

Its

groops

it:i

erf tlie

event;

requL'ci»;Dts,

c^kd

resctuce in lAe

lu character, interest or value as pan

B.

o.'

to recoinnicDd to the
cvlru.-al

heritage of the city;

appti.-aions utvcfef this chapter thaJl be

ippeaJed or

uiilcss

for 3

Criteria for dnsigoatiot

conadenof a proposal

A.

sunilard notice procedure of

be effective 10 <Uyi after

tciiifi^jic of appropriateness shall

applied:

nooccd public hear-

All deciiioeu of the cofnmissioo

C.

NViccs of
be

all

decisions by the c«<nmi«ioi»

H.

poiN-icicd to the applicant in 'Ariting. includ-

ing the rtndJo^ upon whici) the ii:d$ion

promptly aAer

(he decision is

a

city as a 1ar>dra2rlc, the folloutiog criteria shall be

with the ditKiot. The director shall spe<:if> the

appUcadoQ

if

U>r tenni nation or expira-

board the dcsiiiiation of any

Chapter 17.S0.
.•sjl

l)'^

»:x feasible, even

is

Uodrnarks.
Id

rclocalioo or i'ien<ion,

except these related to an

B

May.

2.75.U0

Chif«r 17.S0 of this
o*ervki« ptOvKJcd by thjs chapter.

iJtiso-lJboa.

coinniiv«<:>n jlall proropUy

any tme the iovestigaikXi

the comiruj-

All a{i;>JtcaiJoas for ceroScaJes of appropriiJcr.evs
for

The

prcserwation

staixiird prC'Ccduj'c of

ti-ic

shall coo-

be F«Mnp<ly issued. (Ord. 6610 i 2D. 1994)

sioo under \ici chapter shall be processed according

code, except

provwltd io the

TN; comaiissioc

suy has not expired. Aflct

C<neriJ procedures.

.Ml a,'\>licadoas consi<Jcred

upon withia JO

deliben:ioa« aad ioscsu^tions ai cxpodi-

lerdiinate a stay if at

tion of a

A.

the su>'s as

a inajumuriL

tKxisly as possible.

(Oidw

4. 5, 1989:

2.75.125

aod

day? of acceptance of a coaiplete appljc^iion.

a cuJiu;^ resource iha: cootnbuits to a

iMOCXistrK on oltie stmaures in

All apflicaiioas shall be acteO

F.

eb^iblc laaJmi/k distna.

ihcnriiUca:! V rclilwJ iroupi n£ of

any other

fcrmiis requircid for a project, iocludjiig without

use ixrmits-

a cjltuni resource \iul contributes to a
poceivtially

in addition to

of apff ctxiaten^ss arc

limJtaiios. building, ilenio'iiion. design review

roic: ai leasi ooe of the follouinj criwria;

Aesgpalcii or

IlKrcquuemcncsiiwleri^s chapter for cotf*

icaicv

is

Its

ervation

based.

I

mxk.

reiaaiofislup to other landmrirScs if its pres-

is e-ijieixal to the

Its uni<jt»c

imcgrity of tic landmark:

location o* singular ph> sical char-

acteristic representing

an esiabiishcd and faauLar

visual feature of a ncigjiboihood;

92

lu pc4coca) of yUtdjng iafonnaitoa of v-

}.

chaco-ogjcjl iotc/cfl;

K,

iMegT'^y

Its

a

a aarural cavironin:ot ihx

stjoojly coocnlyjt£s k> the ue]|-t«io;s of (he pecpic

of

the c»t>. (OnJ.

shall set

62:9

<Uu

30
recomaendaboo
ihereoo wiihio )Odays

of filinj o* the

shall render its dccisi>&

after the clasc of tie

htaanj Writlco i»i:<e of the
.

heariitf shall be proviil:J

2 (part). 1987)

{

and

maiicr for pjblic hetriof wifhin

ilie

of ih:

•lax-s

crry proposed for (kiitaiuot.

Procedure for dc<»i£oatJog

2-75.140

and hislork treasures.

lajidnuixks

The

conaiisiiCTi. L,pc-n iu

w

the re^juen of ac) pcrsoo

po»

» luKtoari c< a

aoj theievpos tak: U)e

ioitiiitve of i;poD

mav

pro-

P^sideiu histonc uea>ufc

shall

ir.,-c?

v.iih

pcopcity owjier ia oa cffon lo obtain ?jch

owficf's sk-ntica con&cai prior to lajtialioa of

propo$«J

lite

Ok diu

u

of Die icuuaaon

requa>i, th: cotiun:>iic<ri

shall ffvie* the appc;c-^cic>n.

hcannj

s»haJl

t< vent by

ty o^TOer. at lc»st

Wrinro

«mf:ed

rnXict of such

tani to the pfopej-

U ijays prior to the heahn; ditc.

At 1^ htifuig the ccmm;i>iJoo

dctcmiDe

shall

if the

culrjri revoujce n.eeis the sjx:v)Gcd cnicria fo«
(JeQ{ruoc<D
i-j;'pontd

a

i iaodaafk or historic

by s'jbMaadal evid>toce

iocli*Jbct( ui»ho*ii

ed party to be heard

tiea&tL'c. aii

in the lecord.

krut.uion<Jocu meats shov.ing

tfie

If ihie peopcr^y is pr.vaJely

E.

of the fcoperty ma) objer. to

thars

the strwcTurc d'Xrs not rocet

tcnwnse and

noCiHetJ of

C.

sii<;ti

tJie criteria.

tie property

tJ-ic

owow

ternuruuon vkithout delay.

successor in iuerest
ot>jecdon

1.

Nobfy

2.

coujKi]. incoiporaitn;

its

wTiticn

ot^-fxr's C4J&j<ot to th:

of

ilu

haonj an

*" objec-

'^

are multiple

(iCJta

interest

tl.:

propcny. the

oo declaration of

Aa owocr

i::a>

its

as

cv

dcsjj-

cmoas

ihaca/ter withdraw la

'^t£S£\a

i1

to other properly

deJfonJKd

is

Mt withdnuo. do
*iJi>e
If

no

E

of the

'hat the

shall

o^aen.

cbjccuoos oa

not exceed

A

be recorded

50% of

fiit.

the as-

ptoficrty.

C'bjecuor.s a:e received pursuaiM to vjb-

above, the city couacil
hisk'iric

shall

appro^-e the

wluch

be evjdeoced by a dcclaraiioa of

eucu'xd by Ck
tJi:

may

irrasurc des:£aauon,

laayor.

Th:

city clerk

decliratioi in the office of (f* coun-

6610

§

2E. 1994: CUd 6229 | 2

(panxm?)
2.75.150

th.c

if

Mainleoance of budmarks aod
hbioric trrusiirrs.

A

properly

proposed dcsigoaaoo

co'incil.

heanns

or, it there

clipWe properucs

ty recorder. (Otd.

such

.Nothing in

tliis

ixevent the c-idjuiry

c«r»eot has beeo obtained.

D. The cty

by

lo tite city

reasons in »;p{X>4i of

;>xtjaKi>iaJofl

pveo

i:»wal shall be

profOicO (ksisoaooD, Such (ccommendaijo& shall
include

a histcinc ucasure

ao> time by filing a s'.olement uilh-

ifcclaraaoD for

shall record

of t^e propc'ifd dcsigoaiioa;

Subnui a writKo lecoii-mcmUtjoii

at

dcsisnaiion.

^jdiheplanxucgcoiumis-

thediiecio.'

\^Ti(ii>2.

o*Kr

c*oed, the

drauTDj the objeciwn Wntico t»OL:e of such with-

ajjjiroval

Ifih£coiiim;s\ioo43eiernuo(stha:iheccjrura]

hm-

dcstgoujoo of the

assessed value of

be (coirdod.

shall

landmark <4

icscLiie Nt-arrancs <ies:giui>oa the coinmissioo »hail:

sioo IB

owner

for «fcsi2Bioon, but

naaoa

scctjoa

be

a: the

cjty couocil shall ikiavtutt if the property is cUff'

Me

F

pfoce«

s^^iJl

t>:

t.'^*

pri,>i to iht

il'i:

50* of the

seued

shall

ctjscaoD

forth the

tjoo is inade by

commjsior.

reconunetk^aon fcllow-

A

interest-

wiih the ciiy clerk a *Titten staieajeoft setiiog

filing

aad

tluJt aiake its

be

iat.

hinork. axchcMctural or other iijoifKanoe. Tb;
iD£ the h>faru>g. If U-e ccmnusstoQ c)Curmiiiies thai

any

provided

shall be

o*T5crs. by those ouricrs

ileMfoatiofl.

At » oouced p;bljc iKiiioj vnthio 30di)S oi

B.

prop-

sJ-oll

kost 14 days prw< to the heancg date.

ai

property as a laAlmark

foitci^inj dctK>iu:

A comrrJiSicn icprc vrntaavc

A.

Uk

own

city igcocy.

'-he

Such notice

rcavoriihle oppofluaity for the o*Tvcr or

aay cultunJ resource lo the

(he ()^S)soaucQ of

u

City

mailed

of

the ovkita

fc>

chapter shall b; constnied to

io;uri'venai>:e

exterior arclutectunl feature of

mark

upoo ccceipt of a recoo-

aiciKtuioo >L support of a proposed dcsignatioa.

that

&XS

sAd lepuir of any

any desisoated land-

001 involve a Ci'-ian^ io design.

material. coUjt ca appcaraoce thereof, oor the

93

tepur

of an unsafe or diagcrcus coodiuoo

u provided io

2.75.180

Every tandsark and

B.

mainuiROd

good

in

hiistorictrcatpjre shall

be

by ih: owtuer or such

repair

»nd

thereof, io oc<ter to preserve n agaiast decay

may

perv;n

anion
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Pasadeaa
(}< board

tfi;

ihc ciJy as a

UOD i^l^

"Jv*

historic Uctvjri,

s« fonh

to thjs section

be of rc^ionil.

be d«igQa:£d lolividuaQy or

Ttc

stnicturc as a wtvslc.
Its

1.

aM.

m

i]sc

6610

who

a

social, oilrurai

aiier

ci

u

ods of

of an architect of major inipor-

itjcDiifkaiion »s (he

lis

ctie of appir<>pnaicnc:>v frooi

wock o^

a pcrvin ur

ilirccier

whose U'cek his ejteied a mior influcDce

hviia^e of

tJie

aiy. Ovt

s'.aie

or tf^ Umiekl

lu e*empi)f>canon of aa cxtr*3fdisiry da.«
dcia:l,

ma^HiJi

or

7.

of
Iti

rjii)tn

of yi:li!ing archoeolo^cal infer-

iciieghty

cotnauii.ion.

^0.

1^:

commissioo

An
(he

for ac-

t^)e

cotnmissioQ

pretimirjry findings with respect to
is

in Cj:'rJorn)aft:e *iih

ixoposed work

is

commission finds

in conforcnancc with the Staa-

fioils the

pressed

fCima/KC with the Standards,

wcllbcici of the
5

vtnth

liuds. tit director shall issue the certificate

a a n.)rural eoviron^seat thai has

people of the dty. (Ord. 6610

6229

make

commission

itajwruflce;

a snaja' contribution to the

to thr

the Secretary's SiawJards. If the

the

Il$ p(ilrr.ti:il

and uaasfiuticd

*h:ihcr the proposed uorlc

cnfu-

nansWp;

made

aay

fira of

&rsi obtain a cefniiitte

In considering ch; applicafktc

B.
shall

of architccxraJ design.

6.

hom

tfte

uoo.

States:

laaiifin

or to iknxiLish, rcio-

or remove CAieiiors or lutues

a^t^icntiun lor a <.eiL'Gcaic shall be tiled

])ersoDS

J.

of

v^ishia; to demolish, telocaie or
I.t2>diaark.

Greene <x Hcoo' Ciicene. must

the finest txvaplci in

lancc:

(he

f 2 (part). 1987)

Greene and Greene. Kkrludmg works ol Charles
quality

Its

the city of tix w'oi'k

00

(e<|uett

the coounts-

swiKture or jwrtion thereof designed by

St;ues:

4.

of ih; appdcanc's

Ord 6229

Any pcnon
a desieoaied

cate, alter

sckntific contribuboo to the city, stale or the Uni t»)

3.

ccmauss ion's deci.sioD ooiy

tiiadmxrkjs aad the works
Gre«ne and Greene.

city, nate or the UniC-

sieiiific.«n<:

Mtc

:tlter:ili0a ut desit;aa(ed

A.

have nude

wock

Demoljtioa, relociUioo or

2.75.200

idcnal5c3lk>n *idi a pcrjon or persotu

Its

appticabon

(:«':>p0Md

Scciciary's Stia.!aril!.

liie

thiai deciiaJ

{ 21. I?'94:

as follows:

Stales:
2.

^j^ the

for ^-tion.

thie

ica>-

in their rclabos to the

CTtcria

deny

sioo has nnsapplied (he Secielary 'S Scandards. (Ord.

location as the site of a hJsiorK event hav-

ing major sgoificaoce 10

cd

suwcures

direc-

uouM impose ex trerae hardship, or Ihu

siar£ or cjA^vtiil

sipii&caiict. Sigaillcanj iDccr>»rs of

appli-

ttie

comiiuiiion'sdccjaJof accnifica*f(»

upoo fiodiDg

(Xmiinis-

Cie cuKuriJ tayjTcc meecs ooc

crncria

add;t]0iully. oiKiSi

t^le

If the

coundl rna) revctse

drsijoatioo of any aiitural resource in

Paudena

flixl thai

Of more of

C.

An

a lijiioric treasure is appealed to the city u^incil. (he

recomacixi (0

to

c«niiiki)uon

shall

finis

does not comply suth

historic trrasurt.

A. Iq coasadaiai a propotal

it

alter a

t< filed with

commissx>n

to ih:

The cofDmJssioa

B.

dcsijjnaiinit a

sriall

«

(e!-.'>caie

obiainang a ceniTicau

lirsi

friMii 'Jii

for a ceruficaie

for a ce:rtificaze if

Cnleria for

<fcaio-jsh.

tieisxue uii>ioui

M acd traosmined

6610 4

(Ord.

<JclcrioraJ:i:pn to ihc e.ticn! pf-j:.iu';ihlc.

No

A.

liii»ti;iric

of ipprojxiaJencsi

other person ^v^K> his JegaJ posse vsioo or control

2.75.170

ndiMauioo or

IVrjiolitlon,

Iteration of a tialuric tmisure.

S<coon 2.75.3m

initial

review period not

due of

Ord.

C.

i 2 (portX »$S7)

tlie

to

w;«ik
it

may

the

con-

rcifais an

exceed 45 days from the

iiweting.

Dtiroig the 45-djy

roiew

pcriiKl. the

mission shall invest) gale the feiubility of
(ioo of the site, stmctjre or futures,

94

If

is rxil in

and

com-

jjiesei-vtslvall

take

such steps
»s

D
$ioo

>*-iCi)D

tV Kope

of iu povtws anj djria

a structure of

dctcrmioci src otctisjry fof prescrvaiJoa

it

Nolilcr ihinOicendof45<li>s. (hccorniuii-

rcMt*

sliaJI

vatica of

ij-/;

iDua/iU

tnaiJe

view, the cofTini'.sMoa jhill doufimntf
time

nc<ded

IS

in

iro;x)sr

to

iiu'jil

001 to CTc«eJ

J

Prior to

E.

At

huildin( o( futures

sit:.

i^ic

progress

if

isi.uincc of the

this re-

cod of

L^e laiotl

rcv^w

the cc-imrJssion s>u]l

j>lish«J.

cx:fo(}

t^lC

nay

l]-<rfcifi«t.

for

the

ifj>ljcatitn!

tK

such

ex'iensii.

tooi

may

C.

acts re-isocaMy

>$

Any

of the re<:juued suy petiod
aXexatioo or tclxi^iot

if

ts

it

DuDsif;

«ay pervod

»t>fl'jdii>j

D.

in

6610

J
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Ofd 6229

«u

allowed.

$ 2 (portj

2.75JI0

A.

(Ord

lud-

of the s:n».Turc. i»-

Ck end of 45
bme

days, trte comcusmade towards pcescr>

If add;i>^.-al

Mjon of the stxucn^e. the comnussion n»ay
iniiia: stay

at

any utut
it

1

is

Deeded to a^cctnplish

on issuaiKe of

bD days. The

t.^e

cciiificaie

stay shall be lernijriated

if i>>: ci.>auiJssioQ de;rnn]i>:s C'-at pres-

i»l fe;u:ble.

Prior to the

the cocTksussior:

end of

s.'ull

the iruaal

ISCWay suy.

review agajo the process

significaoi alteration of a

m«}e towards

structure over SO

been accomplished, but the co:i>aussion 6cMimtnes

fir>T C'lHiining a certir»:aic

years eld.

sevbcn

Aa

thai

50 years old wiihaui

Sion

a^Y'ication for (he

ccruHote

if

prescrvaooo has not

may be accomplished (Jicicahc; ilie comausany extend tl'ie suy (or an additlonaJ period

II

meets the uiicria

be filed with the diicaor. The director shall

determnc

pt'e3errai>o<a If

ikx 10 exceed 183 days, but otty

of appropriaunc^s pursu-

s^lalI

focvMfd the application to the OM£axissioa which
shall

a

v^boa

crvaiiOD

1987)

relocatioD or

caRtiy alter a siructure over

shaJI

ix

45-<Uy review period, the coniuiiMioa

Ij'^si il^:ai

not to e iceed

No person shall deoiehsh. rclocarc, or sigojfi-

ant to this

criteria

p::i,tr>

E.
[)eriiC'liiion,

Nv»

icuposc an

loss of ptofiu urJess a re-

(tJCjoc in the rec^ited period

ifie

sicm shall review Uic progieu

any case where the owner wioold suffer cxtrccnc
harU^hip. OCA

OKets tf«

$tn>ci;:re

Secieiar>'s Slarvltf ds.

13

building or fttruu'es For ckst^catcO larvdmarks
the

if:

a svxjcmre

cludjcg re:ec>uc« or alitracoo coosssten: with t^e

dei«m»r>iA tha: the

may »eJ«:e

fx

used or «as ongisaJIy coosructed as a

jhall iovesujiie prtservaaoa

the hiSKxric. wcJiiticiuraJ or cufturs! ii>-xgT>iy of the
site,

cercScaie

and the aiv'icatiOQ proposes demobtioo:

The

2.

cooditioos assuriDg the coo'jdi:^^ naii])roa[>:e of

only, the co5nir.;s*ioQ

for the

i^ic cr^ teria

atark.

or a fonKft^

uockruken subjea

pursuioc to

Of

complcboa of

v.-aiv£ all

ajTidt-

above, the commis&ioa ruay require an

soTJcrurr tneeu

is

rest<ieace.

Ukely lo achieve prescrvabon.

The coxmssiun may

F.

The

of merit,

the progress to dale of the

solely to »Jlo«- the

B

45-day review period

1

J^,aU iti forth the rcasciis for

tlie jiie

If the c<ni5ca.'c is coi issued

iiubal

and the

dejuclitioo,

prcclufk relocuoii.

vh\>jld

subsection

the coairrussiot inaj

Q ^hiJt be siappoaed by TiAdiAgs thai

such extcnsios

The application proposes

3.

a:].~oiii-

steps to pccservc tbc site, Niitdinj or futures.

proposes only jJtera^iDO

structure; or

structunJ ioieg'^fy «f •*« 5tr\>cture or

la additional ixnoA oot to ex-

suy aad descnb«

vrtia tJss

structure meets the criteria for a siructure

or rcJocaeioQ of

ceed ISO days, ^^^•<o iro^osinj a second ISOcUy

suy. the conuiussioo

tnerii or a Ix'idniark

of nvent. but the

igiin the progress

i!

The

2.

l?0-diy suy.

but Cve ccmitussiuD 4rlc:niiocs that

be iwvciDplisheJ

be

shall

if:

chapter, or

cemficaif

fuiuies. If such preservaticc has r»A been

svuaurc of

either a

lowirils i<ciet\aiioa of the sue. ^uildjng of

m»;k

chap-

<%Xi ttu meet the criicna for

T^>e struaure

1.

addibooal

SO days.
(i-£

this

The cenificaie of appropriaieoe^

B.

issued u»ihc«< further review

prcs^rr-

accomplish prcscnauoo ind m»y

suy on

meht or a laodaark under

ter.

fcr a

if the

st(u-:turc

UaOmaek. Such exicosioa

be supponcd by a finding that the extension

is

solely to allow ttt cciiip:etx>n of acts feaiotubty
likely to achicvx preservaboo of the sirucoirc.

th: strvcrure meets the aiicria for

95

Prior to issuance of a Cfr-ificaie of appiopn-

F.

areaeu for dcroobtioti of

landmark or

criteria for *

appiicsint

jvovide

$haJl

stniaue

a

a scrucrtire of

lo

Che

ductive use of

Uve

fficrii,

director,

B.

the

at

appticant's sols cost, compltic ph^to-dDCuaicDUtion

of archival

qfi;aljt>

(Ord 6610

of the structure to be

tf>e

No

la* goseming the issoance of demolition pa-

old struclurw.

be retrofitted accord ng

roay

issjcd lirJc*

l>c

b-uildins pcnnii fos

a

175.22*

ri]>lik:«n>ei:(

mcDCS of

this section

relief if it

Cads

\kil!

Dot result in

fo; relief

from

The commi^^-Jon

harm

to the public.

shiOl

be (yjcxi

which

iovt'-income hotisin^ stock
i?

Ham

if the

C.

.\\

will

ka

of

Sect;oo

the iltvctruon of

ictercsi-

be called fo; review by, the city

regixding

17.

1

CM of

this

code:

rchcf from \iK rcplaccmea

2.

for

unaathcrized dccsclitiota

jaJcr

75. 290: approval, condidorjl approval

k

smposition of a

ruvie* pcjiod; and deciiions

4.*;-iti)

regarding p'iucmcn: of i sign on

I've

historic sign

iavenlory.

Ox

miv

may

denial of a cotificate vi aj'iftopnaeisi. except for

be re-

his a sigrj&cjDi aJvcrw visual

tion unJer this section

to. or

pfohibitioas

neighborhood

the

cominission

building f<rTrjt reqxiiicment, impositions of bL:ida2

to the

loss

ffve

chapter au:y tx ippeaJ-:d by any

(J:cisi'.>ns

Io« of the
t>ie

tliis

council as provi.Jcd ia Qiapier

likely to result in ctusaoce uses of the

p;cp:rt^-. or

impaa oc

^mi

sJuJi

1993)

Appeals.

The follou-.ng JediioBS by

cd pan)

i^: rcciuire-

sirurrjre N^iihout replace meal re^'ulcs in

vacAm

uKkr

thai (JciDolJtiOE wiihoui replace ir^ot

jMblk iDClwfcs and

placed,

A.

a^Licani for a dcmoliiioc prmit roay

commission

{ 3,

his

tl'-c/c

scnKTjre oj project for the piupcny ir.volvwl

apfiiy (0 the

mus

to the scJ-^lule contaiocd in

Chapter 14,06 of this code. (Ord 6560

permit 10 dciDolishstmiidiDg or Structure

ycstfi ciiJ

Ao

IfdenKJliticr.pe.'inissionti Dot granted pijira-

ani to the applicable procoiurc. th: bdldiog

bc<c issued a

B.

dcn>o(i(>3o

<}>£

othe^A^^.e coinplit-i v,ith

it

aiiti.

C.

A.

if

RrpLoccmenl bmlding for 50 year

2.75,220

over 50

tJie prc'petty.

coaunission canoo; make these find-

If tfic

ings, the building oificial shall is.%uc

Ord. 6229 { 2 (pan). 1987)

ivot

economically btneCcial or pro-

u'A

pennjr beicg requtsied

dcIaolis^>ed.

2M. 1994: Ord. 6492 J5 3—5. 1992.

5

Denial of tic dcmotitioo request docs

2.

deny the o^rtet

thai tuccts [t£

dkectof, an applica-

B.

he cciinbjne<3 and pro-

ccaai ooocurrently with an application for a certificate of appfCfnateotss. (Ord 6610 § 2N. 199«:
Ord 6:29 § 2 (part). 1987)

The appeal

t< c<;'Mid;rcd by the couocil

s.'-iall

a nocjced jxJ^lic

at

heanng, accctdng

to the sias-

dardoolicep'TCMsioisofCliipter 17.80 of this code

Any

intcreswd f^rvjci

ir.iy

adlrcM

prcNcni tsideoce as to

why

3ie coounissioo's

ihe cotacil

aa:

dea-

l>c tpheld or reversed The council ma)
afSim the decision in whole or in pan,
impose cotillions on the application »fitch

sion shr>'jlj

2.75.225

Special JindinjtJ for unn-infoncd

reverse or

i7U<oar} huildintp; and structures.
A.

When reviewing

and

of ap^ophaieoess to dcinoLish an unrcin/orced

aasoBjy

buildtoj

(a

unrcinforccd ousot>r\'

pnor

to 19J4),

t)-ie

roiutrucled

wall constrtxtwa

URM

il>e

following fjodiogi:

1.

The building

is

bi:;I<i:n£ if

it

cotnaJssion.

(Ord 6610

of
2.75.230

b^jiJt

nokes

tfic

S 20. 1994)

camn-Jssi-M riuy only deny a

request to demolish a

of

tiujiJiDg

beanng

cr.ay

were noi considered by

appticaLk^.TS for a certificaJe

.N'otiricatioo of

changes in

significrtst buildia^X.

The commission

iJl

the

liuii

dircaor of pUnaiag.

b:

ni.>iined in writiot

ljou.s:ag

^

and devdopcneni

services of any plans to alter materially or redeco-

i quaUfled htsioric buitding

as defjjicd in Sectioo 14 06.020 of this code;

.*aic

cxiehor ci interior

fe.3turcs of

any signiCcaot

buildings ovs-ned by the city or other public entities

so that the commissicn

96

may

staJ)'

such plans and

maic rccofnmcndations
housing and

45

devdopmem services. Such

such work. This section

6229

buJUlicg

owned by

the

§

a^eemeni,

participation

submincd

to the

beard by

commission

devclopiiicnt

(Ord.

2 (pan). 19&7)

apply lo any

shall not

US2SQ

^immunity development

coovmission or hcrcafccr acqjircd by

community

the

less t)ian

da>"s prior to publicalion of a notice in\-i;iDg bicls

for

agree.T<eni.

lease or otheu' agreement

rnjlificaiion

b« received by Otc conmiission not

shall

development

of planning,

lo the director

Incf nlives for preserving cultural
resources.

commis-

thai

In Older to carry out more effectively and equita-

sion. This section shall not apply lo the Gainhic

House, the Grace Kicholwn Building, the Wrigley

bly the purposes of this chapter, the board shall by

House, the Rose Bowl. City Hall or the Pasadena

resolution adop< a program of ccononuc and other

Center Complex; provided, however,

iocentivcs to support Hit piescrvaiion, mai.iicnance

tor

that the direc-

and appropriate

of planning, housing and development services

shall

promptly furnish

commission

ic the

each agenda and the minutes of
design c^auaissioD of the
(pa-lj,

all

city.

landmark

districts

§ 2

Obligations and consequences

2.7SJ90

upon demolilioD
Historic easements on facades.

apprupn'atcocss.

may

Ad

clude

a:iy

historic

eassment would

surc,

tlic

land designed

tC'

is

expressly declared

shall be ahaied

preserve or

propcrry to

its

uea-

heritage landmark and works of

Ciilfx^ral

chapter

maintain the significant fcarorcs of such lajjdroarks
cr stTjcnires

historic

Greene and Greene, without compliance

in-

caseincnt. rcstricticn. covenant o: condi-

tion r\iiming with

Demolition of any designated

,\.

be acquired by the city through purchase, donation
or coodemnaiion.

of specified

structures wnlhout a certificate of

Historic easements on the facades of buildings

dtS3gD3;cd 35 landmarks or structures of merit

his'.oric

and struc-

tures of mcriL (Ord. 6229 5 2 (pan), 1987)

meetings of chc

(Ord. 6229

1987}

2.75J-W)

Pasadena

rehabilitaiioa of

ticasures, landmarks.

copy of

a

U) t-c a

v^ith this

nuisance. a-Td

by reconstructing or restoring the

original condition prior to the perfor-

mance of work in violaiioo of this chapter whenever
The owner of the property, withia 30 days

(Ord. 6229 § 2 (part), 1587)

possible.

A

dcvelcpmcnt

of axy hearings on s proposed

vvTiticn notice

tlirccin: of

planning, housing and

servKe.<; that d;jr.olilion has

been pci-

shall

be given to the commission not

forroed in violation of this chapter, shall execute and

3C days

prior lo the hearings so Lha; the

record a covenan: in favor of the city

zone change
less than

of notice from the

Notification of zoning changes.

2.75.250

to

do such

coinmissioa cay make its rccommcDdations (hereon

recor.scruction or rcjioraiioo viiihin

to the director of planning, housing and develop-

date of such notjcc. The form of the covenant shall

mcDi

services. (Ord.

6229

§

be subject

2 (pan). 1987)

to

1

yrar of the

approval by the city attorney, and shall

run wiUi the land. Upon appljcation to the cultural

2.75J60

The N^aid
all

heritage comnaisiion, the time

Fe«s.
s.hall

by resoluuon prescribe

fees for

tlie

6229

§

2 (pan). 1987)

refuses
il-ic

2.75.270

The

bv.iajd

Suspcnsiun of pending action.

may

rc|)ea]

initiated

the board of

the

may

owner shows

lo

imder this

the

1

be extended by
the

reconsL'uciioQ or restoration

and the owner

shall

reimburse L^e city

doing Cic work. The cost of

work performed by

lien against the property

the city shall cons-.:;u;c a

on which

the

formcd. Rcstcnaiion or rcccnsiruction

any disposition and

97

work cannot

year. If the owrxrr

execute and record such covenant, then

may cause such

for all costs incurted in

chapter u hJch affects property covered by agrtcmciu

upon approval by

ciiy

10 be done,

any landiiiaik ordinuice or

suspend any pending action

if

reasonably be performed wrj-jn

appbcatioDS. reviews and appeals authorized by

this chapcer. (Ord.

commissicn,

work

is (x:r-

may only be

fiequirod

w

when

Cfhu evjdCAce

plajis <x

KUii/xjtioa of

t^lC

i» aviaiiable

director of planaiag. ttousia^. uid

B.

If

u

caie o( apptvfxiiUjneu

ud

A

sutwectioc

a required

st\ili

t<

ptopcny subject

of dcaioljtjuo for i specified time

crutsc

f« 4

year*,

il^ie

suucJure

wm

pori-rxJ.

is follows:

over 50 yean old;

a

the striictuie n>el Ih: criteria for a

if

itmctvire of merit; for 5 ye-tn if

tJve

liiVUiiaric.

« nxt the

shall be

presumed

ovkivcr shall

to

is

cocsOTJCtion on (he pr i;fierty after

tlie

design ctimiaissioo

coirunission lo be received by the 6iiiga commis-

t>on prior to reixlerinj decisions ofl

the denwjlition. TIis

new
6}ll

cause r)0«ce Iha:

t/ie

i 2P.

(fcsijo of

19»*: Otd.

1989)

1,

?

other pcrsor.

2.75300

this sectioo

Lbow o

to

Additional remedies for allcniiioa

do the

of specified struclorcs without

uu

person slwwn a* ihe owtier on the loHs of the

«

6610

dcvelcptDrot. (Ord

liouiiag. ii>d de^tl-

af?;licaMc to {topeny to be served by miil

on any

in

a-j-Tuns-

have occuncd oo the due the

The ducnor of plaarJng.

ases&or. and

timmg

demolition

have the t^udco of pcoving a differed

shall

and lu.'id(opin£ materials

subject to dcsi£c review by

criieria fc* a Jaud-

i?us secxioo. \tn

koowkdfe of

opmen; jer\>ces

the property, arid. *tteo

Kid lad seed the propeny. o: oth-

irtsull p]arit;c£

Any new

aa

pcnod uithio which building aod other
devvlopiiuieo: |y:(iujls may col be issued 'shall be

date ifoae isclaitoed

C.

on

in

eusun{

with reconur/Tcdabou fiom the cultural lienta«e

juarL For {xorposei of

city has irtuaJ

shall atainiaia ail

the liiDC

of Greene arid G;«rir. a historic ueisuie, a

work

dcsigMicd

sMU

of «b-

be triaintaioed

mirjjer satisfactory to the cny'i

trator.

was a

strucruic

The owcer

trees arx) lantfccapiog

appropr.ai;

to tl^epto'kiaoQS

this section shall

c-TiJerty state.

use of the popcrty jiull be allowed, from Uie ihtt

fof 3 years, >(

resource ictuaiiatd to have

cultural

B of

$ectioo

and no {-enniu of

issuer),

All

E.

by

above, no buJJiling Of construojon

relaied pernui^

(a

of Historic Pbca.

hlstceic sigrtificarioe.

required by ihj$ ch-ifita,

not re«ofed or retotatrucied

is

Any

4.

(IcmftUshjcd uilhyji a ceriifi.

ii

buildiae or stnjcture listed or eiifibte

either individjaHy or as port of a district;

devilopmeot jcrvKcs.
1 smjiturc

A

3.

listing in the Naiic-naJ Registei

rciWnuioo to the

effect the ftconstructioo or

required approvids.

A. The alicntion o< a drsjgtujed

have an

cj!i\ira] heri-

after

tage landt^iark. a desj^oaied histonc treasure, of any

having kaowledge thai the prcvisioas of tliis section

builiiag. stnjcTiL'e. ctlerior or fixture ctsijned by

interest to the property,

arc

appLcaWe

to peopercy.

sooo as prarJablc

The due

(h: iiiy

f::si

hid

•Jie

in the notice

The pro^isioos of

mg

this subsection axe

it

The decision of the diicciof tha

appJicaiite to property roay

ffopeny ow&rr
procedures of

atxl historic iove:3ior>.

aco^.tog

a^ovaiSw

if

vmfkX'i obLaia;a{:

ap^cable. of

die culcural

heriiaje couiiaission or design coaii^jisjoo,

be ap;iciled by the

to the conunissicn,
this chapter.

required

thjs section

to the

pretvsly

The co«urj<.HOn may

hvil>i

la the central dirtnct Ijs-Led in the csty's archi-

leccural

directory ooly.

D.

firm of Green: and Grceor. ircludinj; the viofks

of Charkt Greene or Henry Greene, or of any

acn»*l knottlcdit of the (*:D>jliiion shall be siiied

is

«-

declared lo 6e a nuisaxe. and shall be abat-

ed by restoring Ihc piv';«ny

to its

affcarance prior

wort vmhoui

£rani rrlief from ihc rcq-iircir^ou of tfJs secVDn if

10 tfic pcrfortnaacc of the

the dcffiotitjo!: in -vioJabcm of this secooc was i»l

apptovai.

done

of n^iticc from the dirccvcr of planiu.-g, h^iusiog. and

1.

to

aiy of the following-

Any builing

designated
2.

A

ftXTTicd in

« arocture ehp'ble k* landraarfc

stilus ci'JKr indiviijuaUy o* as

pan of

the require«3

c-ATKr of t>te (*opcny. v*ithjn

•Jcvelcipaircn* services thai

or stnicturc contnbutiag to a

):tri<;ji;xk district;

buiUlii>£

The

drinoUiicn has been per-

violaixm of thts chapter, shall etccuic and

trcoid 1 covciudT in favor of the city lo
i£coctjtn;aion or lestorabon uidiln

a district;

dale of notice.

The form of

subject 10 approval

98

30 days

by

the

the

I

do luch

year of the

covenaat

shall be

diy anoroey. and

shall

run with Ihe Jam]. UpcD applicatioii lo the culturaJ

heriugc
ever

ts

commission, u hi cti-

cotaotissioti. or d:&i{o

uppUzilk.

umc may

Ihc

rcsuxabon sMIJ be performed

io

hi extcndc^l

accordance

Sur .itrds.

the SecfcUT) of Iti'xrior's

All
"Aith

If ihe c>*flcr

rc^jics ^0 evecurc vti record such covecini. uSeo
the city

may cause

ccsu incurred

iJl

reconstrudioo or resioniion

ind the o*-ner

to be <Jcfle.
for

su.:i'i

it

shall

of the *i5ri perfcfced by the city

CoU

constitute

a lien a^iirjt the prcpcny on uhich the v^vtk

feoQ which

to the city,

avajl-

is.

pricf ap^Tei:ar>ce

t)ic

of

the bujliliog cf structu:c c^n be de"^raut>rd

B.

Id :he event the

O'.^ner

shall

pcr77i:u for the alic.TXjOQ. All

such

not iiieeiJD{

crtcna

deinonsraiii c.itraordiruL'y
ity,

I

ii-Atl'ietic

or ianciv^on. and findincs to

maJe by

or 2 aicvc

B.

may
if it

qcality, creativt^iai

effcci arc

the cultural hcriuge cooaLissioii.

Thie

owner of any sign i»ay request

thai saud

sigc be levicupcd for si^iurtcarjce in th: hjsionc sigo

inventory upon viiitiec application to the culiura]
heritage coannissioa,

C.

PiacemeaooihehflsiorJcsigQiaveertor) docs

not preclude the OAoer from derixyUihiog or removing Oie sigc (Ord.

6610

2Q. 19W: Ont 6311

J

J

ISS9)

3.

work

oNiin

c-tiwoi

t^

2.75-320

required

all

wc<k authorized by

with the Sccician' of

shall cinnpl)

pe/iioitj

A si£n

ij^arance of the building ;<

sinjciure prior ic &.i unapproved

(teiernuDed the

3.

rray only

recj:>,-v^trDCtion

be required uh;n piiss oc other evidence

abk

is

Mtxkrne

he coiisidered for iodusion in the invco'x>r>

rcimba'se the city

63iog such work. The cost

pcrforraed Restoradot or

liRjted to sigo pylons oct buildiogs io (he
style

Violations.

Pu-M»a.it 10 Secijon
aivj

512o<theCluneroflhccity.

Chapter 124 of this ckJc, violabon of

mi) be ciasgcd by

chiLf-:er

this

the ciry pfo-;<cmcir as

loienor's SumJiudi. aad shall be renewed! by the

mistirffiem^irs.

diiecior of hoysiuj. pJanning,

cridinaJ petuilties are curnoliiive and not exclusive

servkes

\k-ithcut

compbu^e.

for

1.24.030 of

this codt.

atwJ

devclopnjcnt

P'jrvuul

each cliv the

Section

to

alterat:or, exjsis

approv-^ or a valid buildioc

constitute a sepa-Tie offesse. (Ord. 631

remit
1

and be pjiuihcd accordiogiy StxJi

to an> leg»l or equitable rcniedies for the vioJujoiL

<Ord 6?1J

i

I9S9)

7.

shall

{ 2. 19&9)

2.75J30

Public saifelv cxccplioa.

SofAVlisuaiir.v any oUva proMsio: of ihii chap-

2.75J10
A.

A

DfsisoalJon of fuitork
$i£n

miv

sigtti.

cant by Die culxural ^-«^tafc conmission

injulkd
ir.oie
1

.

prior K> Jacrja/y

of thr following

The si^n

icr.

be d^ji^niiid his'oricall) sigaifi-

1.

if

it

"*-a.s

i960, aiid ocets one or

cnima:

a:aa5.hip or deiigc of the period
structcj^. u.'^cs lustor.c

sij.'a

when

was coo-

it

maicrials and iDcajis of

illutrJr.a:ic«. iivd is n.jt sjg .lincanily altered fTO:= its

historic ficnod. ICs^onc iigfl iDaierials shall it>clude

metal oj wood
facade of

fa.:ii»gs.

a builJiaj;

oc paJot djrcvily on the

iltstonc

meaiuof )llunijnatian

shall include uk:ao;te$ceDt light fixtures or

txcn

rubiog OD the eitinor of the sign. If the sigD has

been

altered,

it

must te rcsiotahle to

its

hisiouc

ftuKiioo and appeaiaiice.
2.

The M^Q

the bujtditig.

is

intcgrascd joto the archiiecrme of

Such

sigas shall include but oot be

may

authorize permits to demolish,

inj, jtn>ct\ire or fixture, if

such a pcmu:

i^

muMteces-

sary for the prcser^-atioo of the health, safety or
\t>clSiit

ejumplar) of lechnoJogy. ctafu-

is.

the tli/ttior

relocate, rca!o^•e c< fcinifici-vOy ilva i site.

of

tlie

pub'lic.

ApproNil punuan';

subiecijoo sh^I be liaiitcd to the v^orc
protect the p>jbtk. (Ord

6610

}

lo this

n:cc.s't:iiy lo

2R, 1994)
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